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. Energy surcharge,· 
health fee passed 
By Michael Landroche 
UNH students will pay up to $46 
extra on next semester's tuition 
bill. 
A committee of the Univer-
sity's Board of Trustees passed 
two bills Wednesday that ii!; 
crease the energy surcharge 
from $23 to $49 and establish the 
controversial $20 mandatory 
health fee for next semester. 
The action taken by the Board's 
Finance and Budget Committee 
(F&BC) officially is not· an in-
crease in educational costs at 
UNH, but is an increase in the 
costs of operations. 
Only residential students will 
pay the $46 energy surcharge 
because that money goes to the 
heating of residential dorms. 
Heating for the dining halls and 
academic buildings are not in-
cluded in the surcharge. 
Every student must pay the 
new health fee unless he or she 
falls within the guidelines of the 
waiver system which is now 
being developed by the Health 
Services Advisory Committee. 
energy conservation. 
Paul Holloway, chairman of 
the F&BC, said the surcharge 
was passed by the full Board of 
Trustees last April. 
"It was my understanding that 
Vfe would adjust second 
semester's energy surcharge by 
our experience in the first," he 
said. 
Trustee Richard Horan said the 
F&BC was thinking of lowering 
the surcharge for next semester 
when it was originally esta-· 
blished at $23 last April. · 
''How can there be such a gross 
error, in just six month's time?" 
he said. 
The error was made in not 
taking into consideration the 
rising costs of oil prices, 
Holloway said. 
"We're having to make a 
decision on this thing when we're 
not well enough into the heating 
season," Prince said. 
Civil Engineering students in front of Kingsbuey Hall try to move 25 pounds of water during an 
engineermg experiment Monday. (Jonathan Blake photo) 
The health fee motion passed 
through the F &BC with little 
debate. 
Prince told the committee that 
Gerald Boothby, assistant to the 
director, of Physical Plant 
Operations and Maintenance 
(PPO&M) proposed the original 
$23 surcharge and the $26 in-
crease. 
·Caucus assails Mills' decision 
The increase in the energy 
surcharge was recommended to 
the F&BC by Allan Prince Vice-
President of Budget and Ad-
In a letter to Prince dated Oct. 
22, 1W9, Boothby stated there is a 
strong possibility that the 
University will be approximately 
$80,000 short on the revised 
energy budget for fiscal year 
THe Faculty Caucus voted 
Monday to strongly object to 
former UNH Presdient Eugene 
Mill's handling of ·charges that 
Liberal Arts Dean Allan Spitz 
used intimidation and blackmail 
in a promotion and tenure case 
last year. 
The resolution, which passed 26 
to 18, stated that the Caucus 
"regrets the fact that former 
President Mills was unwilling to 
provide this explanation and ex-
presses its strong objection to the 
manner in which the president 
dealt. . with the unanimus con-
clusions of the Professional Stan-
dards Committee." 
In October 1978, Spitz was 
charged with blackmail and in-
timidation in an attempt to 
secure the promotion if Warren 
Brown from assistant to 
associate professor of political 
science. The charges were made 
by political science professors 
George Romoser and Bernard 
Gordon and associate· professors 
David Moore and John Kayser. 
The charges included an 
allegation by Kayser that Spitz 
threatened to "destroy" him in 
the campus community, the 
Jewish community, and "in his 
profession with a copy of a letter 
that was personally damaging to 
Kayser. The Caucus's 
Professional Standards Commit-
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and professor of chemical 
engineering. "This report has 
been dealt with in a way that puz-
zles me. He throws · it aside 
ministration. 
Prince blamed the increase on 
the skyrocketing cos~s of oil and 
tee (PSC) upheld the ~barges and 
recommended that Mills "take 
immediate· action" to deal with 
Spitz who "presented no evidence 
to justify his individual and 
collective intrusions in the CAUCUS, page 14 
on the attitudes of University SURCHARGE, page 15 
students, faculty and staff on 
promotion and tenure process." 
· On March 1, Mills exonerated 
Spitz saying Spitz's action was 
"ext'raordinary" but "ap-
propriate•·• in light of information 
he had received after the PSC's 
report was finished on Feb. 7. He 
has not made this information 
public. · 
''The Professional Standards 
Committee after strenous and 
thorough investigation has done 
an outstanding job,'' said Stephen 
Fan, former Caucus chairman 
Asbestos found in · UNH buildings 
By Brendan DuBois Paul Lincoln, industrial evalua.tion, '' Lincoln 
University officials and a hygenist for the Bureau of Oc- said. "We're foordinated in the 
member of the state Bureau of cupational Health, came to state and we ve done a fe'Y! sur-
Occupational Health found Durham at the invitation of · veys. We pointed· out a cons1ste~t 
asbestos in four UNH buildings Mauri Foster, training coor- wa_y .for ~em to survey their 
surveyed Tuesday. dinator for Physical Plant buil~gs. . 
The· building ·material and Operation and Maintenance Lm<:oln sa1~. asbesto~ was 
known carcinogen was found in CPPO&M). Foster is working fou~d m the ceilmg m~tt:nals of 
Conant James Christensen and with the state and with John San- Chrrstensen and Wtlhamson 
Williamson halis. ders, assistant director of halls. 
Pub may cut out 
PPO&M to determine the "They (PPO&M) sent us a 
asbestos fureat on campus. sa~ple ·of c~~i~g mater~al !;om 
"Basically, Mr. Foster wanted Christensen, Lmcoln said. Our 
me to go down to help them stan- ASBESTOSi page 18 dardize · their asbestos 
non-beer nights 
By Ellen Kunes 
The financially plagued 
Memorial Union Building (MUB) 
Pub may start to serve beer on all 
nights, allowing 18 and 19 year 
old students to be present; accor-
ding to J. Gregg Sanborn, direc-
tor of Student Activities. 
In an attempt to combat weekly 
losses averaging $500, Sanborn 
and MUB officials hope the move 
will prevent the Pub from 
needing additional subsidies to 
stay open ·the remainder of the 
semester. 
From an annual subsidy of 
$6,823, granted to the Pub by the 
MUB Board of .Governors last 
spring, only $2, 700 remains. 
Sanborn ·said that the Pub is 
having "serious problems" at-
tracting students on Friday and 
Saturday nights, and a "smaller 
problem·'' on Thursday nights. 
''The only successful night is 
Sunday, w~ich traditionally is 
Rick Bean's 1 'oldies' ~night,'' San-
'tio'rn said. "The~iJroblem with the 
·"'resent system is that beer is our 
main attraction, and when people 
and beer are excluded, fewer 
students frequent the Pub." 
Jim Connors, chairman of the 
MUB Board of Governors (BOG) 
said a formal proposal is now 
being written which will allow 18 
and 19 year olds to... be admitted 
when be~ is served. 
"Most of the Board is in favor 
of it," said Connors. "We hope to 
pass the proposal by November, 
when it will take effect im-
mediately." 
Connors said the MUB BOG is 
willing to keep the Pub open for 
the remainder of the semester, 
even if that means giving ad-
ditional money to the Pub. 
"We hope the new proposal will 
cut our losses," Connors said, 
"but if the su_bsidy limit is 
reached, we'll keep it open 
somehow." 
Citing the increase in the 
. drinking •age, and problems with 
1 trnarketihg and atmosphe:re as, 
f I ~ ' l , 
PUB,page26 I 
To our readers: 
A malfunction in our computer typesetting equipment forced 
the cancellation of Tuesday's issue ofThe New Hampshire. 
We apologize for inconveniencing our readers. 
The photo unit of the machine broke down last Thursday night, 
which led to the delay of Friday's issue. The paper was com-
pleted at our printers, The Rochester Courier, Friday morning. 
After layout was finished, the paper could not go to press before 
mid-afternoon. It arrived in Durham at 6 p.m. Friday. 
The typesetter was not repaired until Wednesday morning, for-
cing us to cancel Tuesday's paper. 
Today's edition may have a unique appearance, since the 
typesetter broke down again Wednesday ·afternoon. It was finally 
repaired yesterday morning. 
Today's advertisements were produced at our offices, and the 
bulk of our new copy was typeset in Rochester. 
The volume of copy set ·yesterday prohibited us from running 
classified ads. 
We are currently in the process of ·purchasing new type-
setting equipment, which should be on-line by the beginning of 
next semester. 
The new $26,ooO system is the most. advanced of its type, and 
should lessen the chances of extended breakdowns. 
Again, The New Harripsh~re is sQrry fqr the inconvenience. 
' ' -TOMLYNCH 
• i ·• ' ' 
1 
• 1 1 1 ManagingEditor 
• ~ t f P t " • '- ' ' , • I 




Two UNH students were arrested Wednesday afternoon b~ 
campus police and charged with possession of stolen property. · 
Robert Coppins·, 18, of 318 Alexander and Winchester Mass. and 
William Colella, 18, of 304 Alexander and Manchester, Mass. 
allegedly had stolen signs in their rooms. · 
According to Mark Eicher of the UNH News Bureau, Campus 
Police Officer Kenneth Hughes said he saw five traffic signs in 
Coppin's room and three traffic signs in Colella's room. Hughes 
said he saw the signs through the windows, according to Eicher. 
Both students were given summons to appear in Durham Distr-
cit Court on Nov. 20. 
Lecturer cuts fingers 
A lecturer for the theater and communications department was 
injured early Wednesday morning when she was operating a table 
saw at the theater workshop area in the Paul Creative Arts Cen-
ter. 
· Paula Geyser, 24, of 26 Pearson St., Portsmouth, had the tip of 
her right thumb and parts of two adjacent fingers cut off by the 
saw, according to Mark Eicher of the UNH News Bureau. · 
Police were notified at 1:45 a.m. Wednesday, Eicher said, and 
Geyser was transported to Wentworth-Douglass Hospital in 
Dover by the Durham, Ambulance Corps. 
According to a hospital spokesman, Geyser stayed overnight at 
the hospi1'! and was released. 
Crowson to speak 
Lydia Crowson, associate profe:;sor in the. de~~utment of an-
cient and modem languages and bterature will discuss her book 
"The Aesthetic Jean Cocteau," Thrusday at 4 p.rn. 
THe lecture, sponsored by Phi . Kappa Phi, . the all-school 
scholastic honor society, will be held m the Berkshire Room of the 
New England Center. · 
Crowson will discuss the research involved in her book which 
anayb:es the relationships between. art and power in the works of 
Cocteau, Camus, and in French popular theater. · · 
Holiday schedule 
The Kari-Van system will operate on the Sunday schedule on 
Monday, Veteran's Day. 
Justice to read 
Poet Donald Justice will read from his works in the Library 
Forum Room at 8 p.m. Wednesday. 
Justice, 54, is the author of "The Summer Anniversaries" 
which ree1eved the Lamont Poetry Prize in 1959. 
A teacher of poetry workshops at the University of Iowa, 
Justice studied at the universities of North Carolina, Stanford and 
Iowa. 
Classes beginning 
· The Portsmouth East West Center will offer classes in diet, 
nutrition and natural foods cookery, as well as workshops in 
therapeutic massage, moveme~t and meditation beginning Mon-
daA ·three week workshop in basic shiatsu, an oriental physical 
therapy used to relieve stress, backache, headache and other 
minor ailments will begin Nov. 12. 
Participants will learn the basic principles and application of 
massage, diagnosis and corrective exercise. The course w~ll be 
taught by Will Berliner, center direetor and long-term shiatsu 
practitioner. . 
Berliner, also a gourmet natural foods chef, will teach the 
"Cooking for Health" course, which will be held for five suc-
cessive Wednesdays beginning November 14. Participants will 
learn to create · meals using all-natural ingredients, including 
grains, beans, vegetable, fruits and nuts. . 
Courses in meditation, oriental philosophy, diagnosis and 
astrology, as well as a lecture series on tradit~onal healing 
through ·met, observation and directed thought"w1ll also be of-
fered. · , 
All courses will be held at the Portsmouth Community Center 
on Daniel Street. 
The weather 
The forecast calls for rain today with high temperatures in the 
mid 50's, according to the National Weather Service in Concord. 
Winds will be variable with low temperatures in the 40s. · 
Rain will continue tomorrow with temperatures ht the' upper 40s 
tomid50s. 
j • •, . . . 
Most .majors available abroad 
By Janet Peter . society." the language to study English, for 
example, and can simultaneously 
take courses in French. Here, the 
student is allowed to pursue his 
major without the pressure of 
studying it in a foreign language. 
Study British Literature in Abraham stresses that one 
France, education in Scotland, or need not necessarily know a 
recreation in Wales. second language in order to study 
UNH offers five programs for abroad. In fact, those qualified 
study a broad in DiJ on, France; may go to a country to learn more 
Salsburg, Austria; Valencia, about a field totally unrelated to 
Spain; a New Hampshire College the language of that country. 
consortium in Arundel, England; Abraham exposes a multitude 
and a summer study program in of possibilities· available to UNH 
Cambridge, England. students. If, for example, a 
UNH students wishing to study student knows only English 
elsewhere can go through other fluently, he need not narrow his 
U.S. university programs. selection of universities to those 
The purpose of these programs, in England. 
At the same time, however, he 
can learn the language of the 
foreign country in two ways: by 
learµing from what he hears· in 
every day cop.versation, as well 
as by taking a course in the 
foreign language at his own level. 
Abraham emphasizes that 
according to · Foreign Study On the contrary, he can go to 
Advisor George Abraham, is "to France without a proficiency in 
ABROAD, page 10 
give U.S. student's a better - • . i .. •· 
perspective of their own country 1e .·1 
(its attitudes and policies) from 
outside, and of another group of 
people similar in age who have a 
different set of values as learned 
through their own culture and 
Marketing 
Day is a 
success 
By Debbie Lukacsko \ 
Over 100 people attended each 
of the five career lectures during 
th·e Whittemore School of 
Business and Economics's 
Marketing Day on MC?JldaY. 
The program, which was held 
in McConnell Hall, was an oppor-
tunity for students to gain first-
hand· knowledge about various 
marketing careers. 
"It was a joint effort of the 
school, meaning the Phi Chi 
Theta, the honor fraternity for 
business students, and certain 
classes here ·at WSBE were in-· 
volved," said Michael Jones, 
assistant professor of ad-
ministration, who initiated 
Marketing Day. · 
"At each of the five different 
lectures, we had over 100 people 
attending. These people were 
from all different areas," Jones 
said. "Some were students, some 
M.B.A. 's and others· were just 
people who came because they 
were interested.'' · 
The program included 
speakers from five areas of the 
marketing field. 
The topics discussed were In-
dustrial Marketing, Retailing 
Sales Management, Marke~ing 
M-DAY, page25 
Gibbs Hall residents have been holding a Bike-A-Thon to raise 
money for the "Boat People" of S-outheast Asia. (Leslie 
Nichols-Ring photo> . 
Gibbs ''Slow Ride'' 
I 
benefits boat. people 
By Kathi Scrizzi 
More than 60 Gibbs residents 
are pedaling continuously around 
the lower quad for seven days 
and one hour to raise money to 
help the "boat people." 
The Gibbs-sponsored Bike-A-
Thon began at noon last Sunday 
1
to the tune of its theme song 
"Slow Ride". It won't finish until 
1 p.m. this Sunday breaking a 14-
vear-old Gibb's record. 
~ The students, who ride 
anywhere from one to ten hours 
at shifting intervals, have raised 
money by signing up other 
students, faculty, administrators 
and Durham residents as 
sponsors for their hours of riding. 
This bike-a-thon is the second 
in Gibb's history. In November 
1965, the dorm (then strictly 
male) pedaled for seven days as 
part of a Marathon Week. 
The 1979 version will break that 
record by one hour and will also 
raise money for a worthy cause .. 
Debbie Gardner, Gibbs 
treasurer and ·one of the 
organizers, said the riders have 
netted over $500 to help the "boat 
people" and only one-third of the 
sponsor sheets have been turned 
in. 
· Debbie's parents are stationed 
in Okinawa, and her mother is a 
member of the Officer's Wives 
Club there which is in the middle 
of an 18-month program to help 
the "boat people". 
Incidents of crime 
increase at UNH Organization of the Bike-a-thon 
began in October, and Gibbs 
residents hope to turn their 
the dormitories is on an upswing ·money over to Mrs. Gardner by 
related to the upping of · the Thanksgiving. 
By Cindy Matt 
The lowering of the drinking 
age has put alcohol in the dorm, 
resulting in more crime on . 
campus, according to Lt. Paul 
Ross of UNH Police. 
"I would say that except for 
thefts, all of the crime results in 
the drinking of beer or other 
alcoholic beverages," Ross said. 
Three of the four major causes 
of arrest have increased 
drastically Ross · said, but exact 
statistics won't be tabulated until 
January. 
Assault, disorderly conduct, 
vandalism and theft are the four 
major causes of arrest. 
The New Hampshire State 
drinking age was raised from 18 
to 20 last May. · 
According . to Noah' Zecher, 
area 1 coordinator, it is very 
difficult to say that violence in 
drinking age. · Kim Keller, the other organizer 
"By in large, given the large of the project, said there has been 
amount of students on campus, no problem getting the student$ 
we have relatively few cases of involved. 
violence," Zecher said. "Everyone was very en-
The President's Council and thusiastic about the idea," she 
Zecher have discussed the said. "Two hours after the sign-
problem of violence regularly up sheet went up, 120 of the 169 
and each president said his or her hours were filled." 
dorm is invariably a safe place to Ms. Gardner agrees. "I think 
reside, Zecher said. everyone in the dorm is either 
According to Ross, along with riding in the Bike-a-thon or 
the great increase in crime is the sponsoring someone. 
fact that Resident Assistant The ride, which has caused 
assault , something that was many aching bodies, can get 
reported rarely in the past, is now monotonous, according to the 
becoming a common occurance. bikers. But they seem to have fun · 
"Resident Assistcint's and Hall doing it. 
Director's are having a hard time ' 'It's a nice tirrle' t'o think things 
ALCOHOL, page 9 
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Edward Abbey speaks out for conservation 
Abbey · ·Naturalist 
shows addresses 
other side 500 
By David Foster 
Most UNH students saw only 
one Edward Abbey during the 
writer's visit to campus Tuesday. 
They saw Abbey the performer, 
as he lectured and read from his 
works before a capacity crowd in 
the Memorial Union Building's 
Strafford Room. 
But there were other Edward 
Abbeys here. 
The other Abbeys emerged as 
:he author and naturalist was 
ushered thro-ugh the routine 
which befalls any speaker who 
has ever gone on the lecture 
circuit. 
Abbey's first stop was dinner at 
the New England Center with 
members of the Alumni 
Association and the En-
vironmental Mini Dorm, spon-
sors of Abbey's visit. Into an 
atmosphere of subdued elegance, 
efficient waitresses and three-
piece · suits walked Abbey the 
cowboy. 
The tall, full-bearded Abbey 
strolled into the dining room in a 
brown corduroy jacket, his 
cowboy boots sinking into the . 
plush carpet. He sat down and 
reviewed the menu over several 
cocktails. Baked stuffed Alaskan 
king crab legs. Veal Oscar. 
Baked schrod. 
"They have any catfish here?" 
Abbey asked. 
The Arizonan is 52 years old--
his beard is greying, his face 
reddened from years under the 
desert sun. His toughened hands 
look like they belong to a rancher, 
not a writer. Yet Abbey the 
gentleman did not carouse 
through the elegant New England 
Center like a rough-and-tumble 
character out of his adventure 









"- , ' ' \ 
Naturalist. Edward Abbey spoke to a capacity crowd in the Granite State Room of the MUB 
~esday mght. (Jonathan Bfake photo) . 
"He's -so different from the 
man in his books," English 
Professor John Richardson said 
later. Abbey had visited 
Richardson's nature writer's 
class that morning. "He is ac-
tually pleasant and likable. In his 
books he is an arrogant SOB." 
On to the lecture hall, where 
students were gathered to hear 
Abbey the inspiring, the sensitive 
observer of nature. They were 
not disappointed as Abbey urged 
them to get involved with the 
conservation of nature. Calling 
himself ''a half-hearted fanatic, a 
part-time crusader," Abbey told 
his audience to mix the business 
of saving the world with the 
pleasure of enjoying it. 
His two readings--one about the 
deadly serious problem of 
ABBEY, page 8 
Book fund depletion 
may cut UNH research 
By Maureen Sullivan 
The depletion of funds to b.uy 
new books at the Dimond Library 
may have some serious effects on 
graduate ~tudies at the 
University. 
According to Professor 
Librarian Donald Vincent in the 
Nov. 2 issue of The New Hamp-
shire, the p1lrchasing budget now 
stands at $13,000. This amount is 
supposed to sustain new 
acquisitions until August. 
Vincent blamed the in-
flationary rates of periodicals for 
the unanticipated depletion. 
Mennel said the department 
depends on this money as its 
primary source. ''Without these 
funds," Mennel said, "the long 
range effects could be 
detrimental." 
In the political science 
department, Chairman David 
Larson said there will be no new 
acquisitions in his department for 
the rest of the semester at least. 
Larson, like Vincent, said there 
isn't any actual depletion of 
funds, but he sees inflationary 
rates as the root of the problem. 
By David Foster 
Author and naturalist Edward 
Abbey spoke to ·more than 500 
people in the Strafford Room of 
the Memorial Union Building 
Tuesday night. 
The tall, bearded Southwester-
ner read two of his most recent 
works: · a magazine article on 
civil disobedience at the Colorado 
Rocky Flats nuclear weapons _ 
facility, and· a 10-day journal 
describing a recent ·raft journey 
down an Alaskan river. 
He prefaced his readi~~ with 
an appeal for student · .. activitism. 
"Get involved in politics," he 
said. "Give some time to conser-
vation. "But don't forget to play," 
he cautioned. "Explore the 
mountains, run the rivers, and 
you'll outlive our enemies. 
"I am opposed to illegal ac-
tivity," Abbey said seriously. · 
"Except perhaps at night. And 
then accompanied by your paren-
ts -- or the dean."· 
He kept · his audience laughing 
through a description of his room 
at the New England Center, or 
"life in the crystal tower," as 
HE CALLED IT. . "It's a nice 
place, and I don't want to appear 
the ungrateful guest/' Abbey 
said. "But the windows don't 
open. 
"The t. v. offered only stale 
garbage, and I couldnt't" figure 
out how to work the· radio, so I 
came up with a technological 
solution to a technological 
problem. Pick up the radio and 
tv, then throw them through the 
window. 
"But did I do it?" Abbey con-




In regard to graduate studies, 
Vincent sees few immediate set 
backs, but there may be some 
long range effects. Vincent said if 
the library can't obtain the 
needed materials for graduate 
studies, the efficiency of research 
and scholarship is bound to 
suffer. 
As far as the chances for ad-
ditional funds this year are 
concerned, Vincent hopes that 
some savings in energy may be 
applied to the acquisition of 
materials. But, he said, at this 
point in time, the chances of this 
happening are very uncertain. 
In regard to graduate studies, 
Larson said there can only be 
negative effects of maintaining a 
program with no new books. And 
although there are some political 
science books on order at 
Dimond, this list does not include 
new releases 'or the need for 
special works. 
Right now, the acquisition 
program is at a standstill. Larson 
said the University can sustain 
itself for a short time, but over an 
extended period the lack of new 
materials could cut into the 
q~ality of education. 
Abbey dismissed his hotel 
room's · luxuries as "techno-
idiocy" and went on to read an 
artic1e about what he calls 
"techno-madness" the 
proliferation · of nuclear power 
and weapons. 
Abbey wrote "One Man's 
Nuclear·war" for the March 1979 
issue of Harper's Magazine. In it 
he describes Patrick Malone, an 
anti-nuclear demonstrator, who 
built and lived in a wigwam on 
railroad· tracks near the Rocky 
Flats nuclear weapons facility in 
Colorado. Malone and some 200 
others were arrested for trying to · 
block trains carrying armored 
cars labeled "Fissile Material ~ 
Radioactive.'' 
By Brendan DuBois 
While UNH is formulating 
plans to determine the potential 
hazard of asbestos on its campus, 
the University of Connecticut at 
Storrs has already spent more 
than $90,000 to remove asbestos 
from a campus building there. 
''Three years ago we found that 
our indoor swimming pool had 
asbestos in it," saidJohnRice·, 
director of Physical Plant at 
UConn. "Removing it and 
replacing it cost over $90,000." 
Rice said a survey was done on 




Officials at the other three 
colleges of the University System 
say they have no problems with 
asbestos in their campus 
buildings. 
"We are in the throes of setting 
up a survey , building by 
building,'' said George Wishart, 
director of Phusical Plant at 
Plymouth State College. "I think 
we're in pretty ·good shape. 
USNH, page 15 
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mine their asbestos content: 
Asbestos was used as a com-
mon building material from 1948 
to 1973. When broken or distur-
bed, it may release asbestos 
fibers, which lodge in the lungs 
and may cause chest di~~rders or 
lung cancer. · 
''We determined there were 
some cases on campus," Rice 
said, ''but they were taken care 
of.>' 
At the University of Maine at 
Orono, engineers are preparing 
to spend several .. thousand . 
dollars in the near future to take 
care of the potential asbestos 
hazard. 
"We know we've got several 
thousand square feet of asbestos 
material we're dealing with," 
said William Johansen, director 
of Engineering Services. ·"We've 
got at least 17,000 square feet of 
material in the library, and we've 
been quoted prices of one dollar 
to two dollars a square foot for 
encapsulation. You're talking 
about sizeable amounts of 
money." 
Johansen said his department 
had recently concluded a survey 
of bulidings on capmus and found 
asbestos in 10 of them. The 
asbestos was found in the gym, 
library and some residence halls, 
and used as soundproofing. It was 
sprayed onm walls and ceilings. 
"We've found that there are 
some materials where there will 
NE SCHOOLS, page 18 
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Robert Menne!, director of 
graduate studies in the history 
department, echoed many of 
Vincent's sentiments. In the past, 
the department received a 
certain amount of money to 
dedicate to the graduate 
program. This money went to the 
acquisition of documents and 
first hand historical accounts and 
records. 
In order to rectify · this 
situation, Larson suggested three 
possible solutions. First, a 
program of conservation and 
screening could help to cut down 
on the ordering of unnecessary 
m~terials. Secondly, an appeal 
could be made to the state 
legislature for additional fun-
ding. Third, the student tuition 
could be raised. 
In the ensuing trial, demon-
strators, pleaded not guilty to 
trespassing charges under a 
Colorado statute that allows for a 
"'choice of evils," where one law 
may be broken if it is done to 
prevent a greater crime. The 
greater _ crime, defendents 
NATURALIST, page 8 
PPO&M denied • Union hid 
By Phil Pierce 
The University reaffirmed its 
opposition to Physical Plant 
Operations and Maintenance's 
(PPO&M) efforts to unionize at 
an Oct. 31 hearing of the State 
Labor Board. 
PPO&M has been attempting to 
become a legal bargaining union 
with the American Federation of 
State, County and Municipal 
Employees (AFSCME) since 
May. 
The University opposes any 
division among the operating 
staff, which includes PPO&M, for 
bargaining purposes. 
But John Duffy, a member of 
the UNH AFSCME organizing 
committee and a car.penter, said 
PPO&M is attempting to divide 
the operating . staff ipto rpo:r;e 
repr~s~ntRtive units. "Th~ 
University says there's no dif- don't work in "a vacuum." 
f erence between cooks, clerks, "Within this unit th~y ask for 
and carpenters," he said. there are clerks, secretaries, 
However Fred Arnold, Director storekeepers and accounting 
. of Personnel said the operating 'clerks," Arnold said. "This is 
,staff should remain one unit. "We obviously what the situation boils 
don't treat PPO&M any different down to." 
than the other operating staff," The University has a better 
he said. chance of defeating a single l.Ulion 
Duffy said PPO&M should be for the operating staff because 
treated as a separate entity there would be a wide variety of 
because there is a ''definite self- interests involved, Duffy said. If 
felt community of interests based PPO&M unionized under AF" 
along the traditional craft lines of SCME, they would be allowed to 
work." draw up a contract designed to 
"We at PPO&M are respon- meet their specific needs, he 
sible for maintenance - nothing added. 
to do with educational support The State Labor Board turned 
systems," Duffy said. "We travel down the original petition to 
around campus; so we don't w,orl_{ unioniz~ l;>ec.ause it said ther~ 
for any particulav department as , was.a lack of self felt community 
s;;iy a secretary would." . 
. Arnold said the employees , PPO&f\'1 \>age 5 
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SenatOr Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts annouiiced his candidacy for the U.S. 
presidency Wednesday in Boston. (Ran_dy Blossom photo) 
Bush campaigns for dad 
By Margo Hagopian 
· Campaigning Friday for his 
father, Neil Bush named energy 
and policy, and limits for gover-
nment spending as major con-
cerns of the George Bush for 
:President campaign. 
Republican Presidential Can-
didate George Bush, an ex-oil 
man who became a US Represen-
tative in 1966 favors a windfall 
profit tax on the oil companies. 
He does not favor the current 
proposal for ratification. 
George Bush a native New 
Englander is married, has five 
children, and lives in Houston, 
Texas. 
He will speak at UNH Dec. 10 
Neil Bush graduated from 
Tulane University in Louisiana in 
May with a Masters in Business 
Administration. Since 
graduating he has worked full 
time for the Bush campaign~ 
"It's important I think, that we 
have a President who has been 
involved in the energy industry,'' 
Neil Bush, 24, said, Hwho under-
stands production, who com-
p.eted ag~inst the large oil com-
panies, who would understand if 
the large oil companies were 
trying to rip off our societ." 
George bush would add a 
plowback provision to the present 
energy bill. This plowback 
provision would remove the win-
dfall tax from any investment the 
oil companies chose to place in 
other energy-related fields. 
Bush warned that the.- oil com-
panies can not be motivated 
through regulation, but through 
taxes and government policies. 
Bush would use government in-
centives through the market 
process to influence the oil com-
panies. 
Bush also favors tax credits for 
individuals who wish to ex.-
periment with alternate energy 
sources. 
"It is a supply-side tax cut," 
Neil Bush, "It says to the in-
dividual, 'You want to heat your 
house this winter? I will give you 
a tax credit for the solar panel or 
wood burning stove you put in 
your house.' It is a tax cut which 
_directs investment by con 
sumers.' 
Bush feels that "with the incen-
tives properly in place, people 
will go out there and try to find 
energy." -
Bush said we cannot turn our 
backs on nuclear energy 
Bush said we should continue 
the construction, but he would not 
encourage building any new plan-
ts. -
He also favors loosening the 
regulations on coal as a possible 
energy source. 
In the long run, Bush said he 
thinks we can phase out nuclear 
power, but for now, the industry 
must set the standards and make 
corrections for human error. 
A former ambassador th the 
United Nations and chief liason 
officer in Peking, Bush disagrees 
with the way President Jimmy 
Carter normalized relations with 
china. 
"It's not wrong that we red-
cognized 800 million people," Neil 
Bush said, "Buit it is wrong of the 
United States without will, and 
BUSH, page 7 . 
Anderson returns to UNH 
By Dennis Cauchon 
Being the only Republican to 
support issues like federally fun-
ded abortions and - school 
bussing, Rep. John Anderson of 
Illinois stands out from the other 
Republicans running in New 
Hampshire's first in the nation 
primary Feb. 26. 
To temper his liberalism, An-
derson stresses his fiscal conser-
vatism by noting a bill he wrote 
tying increases in federal spen-
ding to increases in· the Gross 
National Product. 
In last month's Moore-Craig 
Mondale presents 
NH art awards 
Joan Mondale, wife of Vice-President Walter Mondale, handed 
out awards to New Hampshire artists last Friday at the New 
England Center. 
poll only two percent of the 
Republicans polled supported 
Anderson. 
This liberal in Republican 
clothing visited the University for 
the second time this semester 
last Friday. Anderson, accom-
-panied by his wife Keke, dined in 
the Memorial Union Building 
cafeteria where he exchanged 
formalities ·With Neal Bush, son 
of candidate George Bush, before 
speaking to a group of about 40 in 
the Carroll-Belknap Room. 
''The President has not been 
very professional in the way he 
ANDERSON, page 5 
Kennedy joins 
presidential race 
By Ellen' Kunes N.H. Senator -John Durkin, -Jane 
MANCHESTER-Democratic Byrhe, the mayor of Chicago, and 
Presidential Candidate Senator Governor Joe Brennan of Maine. 
Edward M. Kennedy addressed a Kennedy's son Patrick, and sister 
cheering Manch~ster crowd Jean Smith also accompanied 
Wednesday afternoon, during his him on the platform. 
first campaign stop. Kennedy thanked those in-
Over 800 people jammed into volved in the now defunct "Draft 
the Chateau Restaurant on Kennedy" campaign, headed in 
Hanover Street while outside New Hampshire by supporter 
2000 more aw~ited Kennedy. ~~~rnor's Executive Councillor 
Earlier in the day at-Faneuil Hall Dudley Dudley. . 
Kennedy had -officially announ- ··rn ~ew H~,mpsh1re, _ ~e have 
ced his- intention to -challenge made history, Dudley said. 
fellow Democrat President Car- Kennedy asserted that he "was 
ter in next year's Presidential there listening all the time." 
race. · Amid chants of "We wa~t 
Kennedy criticized Carter's :red", Senator JohH Du_rkm 
decision to decontrol oil and gas mtroduced Kenne~y. President 
prices, and -said that America's Carter's admin~st~ation has _ 
political -1eadership is in a abandone~ the prmc1ples. of ~he 
''malaise.'' · Democratic Party,'' Durkm said. 
"We need an active "Carter has abandoned the 
President,'' · Ke~ndy . said. se~ior citize?,s and t~e w~rk~~s of 
"President Carter is -1ettmg of- this country , Durkm said. Ted 
ficials who weren't elected Kennedy will lead us into a new 
President to head the battle era ofleadership." 
against inflation. He should be Chicago mayor ~ane Byrne, 
fighting those fights.'' sugg~sted as a -possible ~ennedy 
Kennedy who favors a national runnmg-mate by a questioner at 
energy pr~gram, also asserted Faneui~ Hall, informed the crowd 
that New England residents tht. Chicago and Cook County 
shouldn't suffer higher oild costs decided to endorse Kenneday last 
because they live in a colder area Monday. . . 
of the country. , She sa~_d she 'Yould actively 
"We've all got to tighten our support his campaigns: 
belts," Kennedy said, "but we UNH student Jo~n De~ers 
shouldn't be -made- to pay a presented Kennedy with a pair of 
disproportionate amount of -the Nike brand sneakers, as "the of-
cost for our oil needs." 
Flying directly -from Faneuil KENNEDY, page 11 
~n -Kennedy was flanked by 
Kennedy said Wednesday that the UNited States needed an ac-
tive presidency. (George Newton photo) -
The exhibition, called "Art in New Hampshire" will tour the 
high schools and museums of the state to expose people to the 
visual arts and some New Hampshire artists. . 
Mondale presented awards to the five prize winning artists in 
the show which exhibits 44 works. 
Litter clean-up costs $20,000 
"We need to educate our children's eyes for beauty as well as 
grammar and math," Mondale said. "Art education is not a 
-watered-down version of the real thing.'' 
"It's wonderful to have a chance to look at an exhibition and be 
able to talk on the top artist in the state." 
The five artists who received awards were James Locke of 
Dover for his sculpture "Spring," Mary Jo Rines of Weston, Mass. 
for her watercolor "Edge of the Sea," Stanton Sears of Dover for 
his pencil drawing "Say iUbbon," Lucille Davis Grimm of 
Fairfield, Conn., for her diptych "Seaside Storm," and Hope 
Zanes for her photograph "Tellier Corporation." 
Mondale, accompanied by the Governor's wife, Eileen Gallen 
toured Paul Arts Center before leaving the University. 
' 
By Nancy Carr 
· The Physical Plant Operation 
& Maintenance (PPO&M) 
department spends $20,000 a year 
to pick up campus litter, ac-
cording to Henry Dozier Jr., 
assistant director of services of 
PPO&M. One third of that 
amount comes from the student's 
pockets. 
The $20,000 comes . from the 
University Operating Funds 
which consist of one-third tuition, 
one-third grants and one-third 
state support. 
The litter problem is 
everywhere on campus said 
Dozier. Parking lots imparticular 
get a lot of abuse, litter-wise, he 
said. 
''Trash is our only growing 
natural resource" Dozier said. 
"A broken bottle or twisted, 
rusted can can do quite a number 
on a person. 
"Garbage also attracts rats 
and flies as well as bees and 
hornets," he said. "It is also a 
disease factor; bz.cteria 
promotes the spread of disease. 
Just like graffitti, every piece of 
litter generates two pieces. 
Every litter bit hurts." 
Dozier has several suggestions 
as to what students, faculty and 
staff can do to alleviate the 
situation. 
-Hold your- empty cigarette 
package in your pocket until you 
come to a trash receptacle. 
LITTER, page 23 
Anderson 
ANDERSON 
continued from page 4 
has dealt with Congress,'' Ander-
son said with a relaxed tone that 
occasionally loudened for em-
phasis. 
"The next president will havt'. 
to deal with a Congress that is 
'characterized by factions and 
frictions. I think Carter suffers 
from lack of conceptual ability to 
understand the problem.'' 
Anderson, siber-haired and 
bespectacled, attacked the 
proposed 30 billion dollar MX 
missile and "racetrack" that is to 
accompany it as a waste of 
money. 
"The first line of this country's 
defense is the economy,'' he said. 
"We've got to strengthen the 
dollar. To throw out billions of 
dollars for an MX racetrack 
system would be a mistake." 
·"I don't hear these people (who 
support the MX missile) saying 
where the money to pay for it will 
come from. I don't hear them 
saying raise taxes," he said. 
Anderson was even more 
critical of the Congress, which he 
has been a member of since 1966, 
than he was of President Jimmy 
Carter. Anderson said he will 
retire from Congress after this 
term. 
"We're becoming too 
professional,'!.! he said. ''There 
are an awful lot of m·embers of 
Congress who spend so much 
time on public relations that they 
don't have time to read 
legislation." 
"The Congress ought to 
reorganize itself. I've been trying 
to reform the committee 
system," he said. "We've got half 
a · dozen committees that handle 
energy alone." 
Anderson, who served on the 
Ad Hoc Energy Committee, noted 
an article he read that said the 
staff of Congressional commit-
tees had risen 191 percent in the 
last nine years. 
Anderson said he supports 
SALT II because "even the 
relatively modest limits of that 
treaty represent some progress 
towards arms limitations." But 
he strongly disagrees with Car-
ter's handling of its ratification. 
"For the President to be con-
tinually mouthing a prophesy of 
doom · · and gloom ·about the 
destruction of NATO, he should 
be crtticized,'' Anderson said. 
The 57-year-old Congressman 
has never lost an election and 
now represents the northwestern 
corner of Illinois including his 
hometown of Rockford. He 
graduated Phi Beta Kappa from 
the University of Illinois and 
later received his law degree 
there before going on to Harvard 
for a Master of Law degree. · 
Anderson said by the time his 
e~ght-year-old da1;1ghte,r reached 
his age, and · possibly before, we 
would be out of liquid fuel. To ad-
dress this, he presented what he 
called ''The Anderson 50-50 
plan:" 
"We ought to tax gasoline and 
reduce the payroll tax-fifty cents 
on· a gallon of gasoline and fifty 
percent reduction in the payroll 
tax. The real advantage of ·this . 
would be we'd have a real drop in 
the consumption of imported oil," 
said Anderson, who stresses con-
servation in his energy views. 
"I don't see much of a role for 
nuclear power unless we do 
something about waste prod-
ucts," he said. "We cannot go on 
telling utilities that they can go 
on stor_ing these spent fuel r_~." 
PPO&M 
PPO&M 
continued from page 3 
of interests. 
"We didn't provide a good 
enough case. We are a semi-
autonomous operation. We have 
our own insignia, outing club, and 
Christmas parties," Duffy said. 
The University officials said if 
PPO&M is allowed to have their 
own union, then other factions of 
the operating staff will do the 
same. There are 115 different 
operating units that could con-
ceivably unionize. 
Duffy said the situation is one 
of the most difficult decisions the 
Labor Board has faced, because 
it will set a precedent. Part of the 
difficulty comes from the way the 
law is worded, he said. 
The National Labor Reform 
Act calls for an appropriate 
bargaining unit in order to 
unionize. Under New Hampshire 
labor law it says: the appropriate 
bargaining unit, which implies 
that for a given organization 
there can only be one official 
bargaining unit. 
If PPO&M loses the decision 
again, it will appeal to the State 
Supreme Court. 
Duffy said if they get the union, 
nobody has intentions to "put the 
screws to the University." They 
want a union that will work with 
the· University for the benefit of 
both, he said. 
Safety, Duffy said, is un-
deremphasized concerning 
training workers to deal with the 
asbestos, which is prevelent in 
many University buildings. 
Snively is virtually all asbestos 
and the New England Center has 
a lot of it under the false ceilings 
there, Duffy said. "Some of the 
workers don't even know what 
carcinogenic means,'' he said. 
Duffy said there is no real 
grievance procedure; that it is 
difficult for individuals to press 
issues. 
"Retirement funds are really 
lousy,'' Duffy said. A guy who 
retires at 65 receives $1,100 a 
year for a pension. There is a 
feeling among workers that . the 
University has little respect for 
them; an if you don't like it, leave 
attitude, he said. 
From my perspective, the 
grievance procedure is very 
fair," Arnold said. 
Duffy said, as a result of the 
poor retirement funds, it has 
been difficult to attract and keep 
good help. 
"There has been an incredible 
turnover rate in the carpentry 
shop (50 percent) in the past two 
years. It takes a new worker a 
year just tp learn the whole 
operation," Duffy said. 
With a loss of 13 workers, from 
22 to nine, Duffy said it is very 
difficult to provide proper service 
to the campus. Arnold said when 
dollars are limited choices must 
be made. 
Duffy said the University can't 
afford to raise wages, "yet they 
get outside contractors to do 
some of the work we used to do," 
he said. "And a contractor can't 
even touch most jobs for what it . 
costs me to do them." 
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DATE for TEAM REGISTRATION: November 14, 9 a.m. 
PLACE a TEAM ROSTER: Student Activities Programming Office, 
Rm.126, MUB 
4 MEMBERS on TEAM 
WINNING TEAM will compete in NATIONAL TOURNAMENT 
for more than $ 25,000 in SCHOLARSHIP~ 
ONLY 35 TEAMS will be able to compete in UNH Tourflament 
-SIGN UP: November 14, 9a.m.-4p.m. 
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--caDlpus calendar --
FRIDAY, November 9 
EE 800 GRADUATE SEMINAR: "Topics in Control 
System_s," Dr. David Jordan, Univer~ity of Connecticut. 
Kingsbury Hall, Room 251, 1-2 p.m. 
UNH PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE CONCERT: Granite State 
Room, Memorial Union. 8 p.m. 
LECTURE SERIES--THE RJ;FLECTION OF THE OCEAN 
IN OUR LIVES: Last lecture of series: "The Ocean's In-
fluence on Our Culture."_ S_peakers: John Hatch, Art Depar-
tment; Mark De Voto, Music Department; . and Melody 
Graulich, English Department. Iddles Auditorium, 8 p.m. 
~onsored by SlJeal<ers Bureau/DCE/The New ~ngalnd 
Center, with special assistance from the University's Marine 
Advisory Program. Advance registration at DCE (862-
2015) requested for admission 
MUB PUB: Dow Jones, 8 p.m. 20 and over only; $.SO cover 
charge. 
SATURDAY, November 10 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL: Southern Connecticut Lun-
dholm Gvmnasium, Field House. 1 o.m. 
MUB PUB: Dow Jones, 8 p.m. Open to all; $.50 cover· 
charge. 
SUN-DAV.' November 11 
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Alice's Restaurant," starring Ario 
Guthrie and James Broderick. Strafford Room. Memorial 
Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $.75 or MUSO FILM 
PASS. -
MUB PUB: Rick_Bean with Oldies, 8 p.m. 20 and over 
only; $.50 cover charge. 
MONDAY, November 12 
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: O_pening reception for 
"Mezzotint~ by Robert Ecker." Carter Gallery, Paul 
Creative Arts Center, 5-7 p.m. Regular gallery hours are as 
f.ollows: Monday-Thursday, 10 a.m.._ ~p.m.; Sat~rc!~Y and 
~unday, 1-~ p.m._Closed Fridays and University holidays. 
Exhibit continues through December 13 
VETERANS DAY: umversn:y urm.;t:S closed; no classes 
held. 
MUSIC WORKSHIP FOR HIGH AND COLLEGE 
STUDENTS: With Curt Berg, Jazz Composer. Workshops 
in jazz arranging and composing. Admission will be 
char~ed. For more information, please call the programs of-
fice m the Music Department, 862-2405. Worksnops con-
tinue through November 15. 
TUESDAY, November 13 
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIA SERIES: "Conditioned 
Reinforcement, Feedback, and Control of Behaviour," 
Professor Tony Nevin, Psychology_ Department. Professor 
Nevin is editor of "The Journal of Ex~erimental Analysis of 
Behavior." Daggett Forum Room, Dimond Library, 3:30 
~ER.MAN FILM SERIES: "Mathias Kneissel," scenes of 
~overty, dreams for a better life, and criminality in turn-of-
the-century Bavaria. Hillsborough Room, Memorial Union, 
4 p.m. German with English subtitles. 
We~nesday, November 14 
COMPUTER SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM-SERIES dN 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE; ' "Cqmputer Understanding 
. of Mreaphorical Phrases,' · Adjunct Professor Sylvia Weber 
Russell, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science. 
Kingsbury 303, 4 p.m. 
UNH JAZZ BAND: The UNH Jazz Band and Jazz Com-
poser, Curt Berg, will perform the work of Mr. Berg in con-
cert. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. 
Admission $3. 
UNH WRITERS SERIES: Featurirut Donald Justice. ooet. 
Mr, Justice is the author of "The Summer Anniversaries" 
Lamont Poetry Prize Winner, 1959), "Night Light," and 
"Departures." Daggett Forum Room, Dimond Librarv. 8 
p.m. 
THURSDAY~ November 15 
MEN'S HOCKEY EXHIBITION GAME: vs. Salem, Snively 
Arena, 7 p.m. Adults $2, admission $1 for students 16 and 
under, and for UNH students with athletic tickets --- -
MuSO FILM SERIES: "The Buddy Holly Story," starring 
Gary Busey and Don Stroud. Strafford Room, Memorial 
Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO Film Pass. 
INTERNATIONAL COFFEE HOUSE: Entertainment 
provided by international singers and musicians. Coffee, 
tea, and pastries will be served. Hillsborough-Sullivan 
Room, Memorial Union, 7:30-10:30 p.m. Admission $1.50 
Sponsored by the International Students Associa!ion . 
• notices 
GENERAL 
PUPPET SHOW: "The Country Cricket." Monday, 
November 19, Hennessy Theater, Paul Creative Arts 
Center, 4:30 p.m. For anyone interested in puppetry, 
and also for elemementary school children in the 
surrounding area. For further information, please call 
the Theater Department at 862-2291. Sponsored by the 
- Puppetry class (UNH students). 
ACU-I REGIONAL GAMES TOURNAMENT: February 
23 and 24, 1980. Any full-time students interested in en-
tering chess or backgammon competition please contact 
Stan Copeland, Memorial Union Games Area, 862-1910. 
ACU-I TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT: Men's singles 
and doubles; women's singles and doubles. Round-robin 
tournament. Saturday, November 17, Carrol-Belknap 
Room, Memorial Union, at 6 p.m. Fee $1. To sign up, 
please see Stan Copeland, Memorial Union Games Area, 
862-1910. 
ACU-I CAMPUS 8-BALL BILLIARDS TOURNAMENT: 
Sunday, November 18, Games Area, Memorial Union, at 
11 a.m. Eight-ball for both men's division and women's 
division. Winners of both divisions will advance to the 
intercollegiate championship held at UConn, February 
23 and 24, 1980. Deadline for sign-ups: Friday, Novem-
ber 16. $1 fee. Please see Stan Copeland, MUB Games 
Area, 862-1910. 
ATTENTION AREA II RESIDENTS: Are you tired of 
paying outrageous photo lab costs for you photographs? 
Now you can achieve the excellent results you want at a 
minimal cost. An introduction seminar to darkroom 
procedure will be given on Tuesday, November 13 at 
7:30 p.m. in Devine Hall. Subjects discussed will be use 
of the Devine Hall darkroom and basic darkroom 
procedure, Beginners and advanced members welcome. 
TRIP TO CROCHET MOUNTAIN REHABILITATION 
CENTER: Saturday, November 17, Crochet Mountain 
Rehabilitation Center, 2 p.m. Folk service, dinner, and 
dance with the children of the center and a group of 
students from Keene State. We will be leaving from St. 
Thomas More's Student Center at 2 p.m. Come and 
help us make some children happy. 
HUMAN SEXUALITY CENTER: Open staff meeting to 
discuss: · "Transgenderism: What Is a Man? What Is a 
Woman?" Monday, November 19, Hood House, 2nd 
floor, at 7: 30 p.m. 
LE CAFE FRANCAIS will meet Wednesday, November 
14, from 3-4 p.m. in 101 Murkland Hall. This week's topic 
is "la fete nationale monegasque." Come and share our 
company and our interest in French. Refreshments ser-
ved. Open to all French-speaking persons in the Univer-
sity community. 
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Meets Wednesday, 
Schofield House, at 7 p.m. 
ITALIAN COFFEE HOUR: Featuring Italian Scrabble, 
Monopoly, and slide shows. Thursdays, 3-4 p.m., 
Murkland 102. Come practice your linguistic and game 
skills. 
DEUTSCHE DAFFEESTUNDE: Everybody who en-
joys and wants to practice German is invited to do so in 
an informal atmosphere over a cuo of coffee or 
chocolate and some baked goods. Mondats 3-4 p.m.! 
Murkland9. . 
ITALIAN LUNCHEON: Tuesdays, 12 noon-1 p.m., 
Murkland 102. All those in the campus community who 
wish to practice their Italian are invited to attend. 
ACADEMIC 
COMPUTER SERVICES SHORT COURSE: POT-
POURRI IV. This session of the "Potpourri" series will · 
deal with information exchange on the DECsystem 10. 
Course meets Monday, November 19, Kingsbury 135, 
from 3-4 p.m. Registration information !isted above. 
C~~~UTER. SERVICE~ SHORT COURSE: Plotting 
D1g1tizer. This course will offer advice and instruction 
on the use of the Summagraphics Digitizer, a device 
used to record x,y coordinates in computer usable form 
as an aid to plotting. Course meets Tuesday, Novembe; 
~3, ¥cCo_nnell 312, from 3-4:30 p.m. For registration or 
mformation, please call 862-2323 at least one day in ad-
vance. 
COMPUTER SERVICES SHORT COURSE: INTER 
TECO. A two-session course intended for those who have 
. already taken the BEG TECO course or who have used 
this editor for file creation and editing. Course meets 
~esday, November 13, and Thursday, November 15, 
Kin~sb~ M308, from 3-4:30 p.m. Registration infor-
mation hsted above. 
COMPUTER SERVICES SHORT COURSE: 1022 
CLINIC. This monthly clinic has been established to 
provide assistance of a consulting nature to users of 
S~stern 1022. Course will meet Thursday, November 15, 
~ngsbury M208, from 1-2 p.m. Registration information 
hsted above. 
RELIGION 
MIDWEEK CELEBRATION OF HOLY COMMUNION: 
Wednesdays, Campus Ministry lounge, Wolff House, at 
7:30 a.m. The celebrant is David Grainger, Campus 
Chaplain. The service is informal and brief allowing 
everyone to get to work, class, or breakfast by 8 a.m. 
INFORMAL, NON.CREDIT SURVEY OF THE 
RELIGIOUS IDEAS OF THE BIBLE: Every Tuesday, 
Campus Ministry lounge, Wolff House, 12:30-2 p.m. The 
sessions, which are led by D_avid Grainger, Campus 
Chaplain, are open and free. 
CAREER 
FUTURES CAREER PROGRAM: ''Determining Your 
Marketable Skills." Thursday, November 15, 
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 2:30-4:30 
p.m. 
JOB SEARCH FOR TEACHERS: Information sessions 
on locating and applying for teaching positions. Wed~ 
nesday, November 14, Career Planning and Placement, 
203 Huddleston Hall, at 6: 30 pm. · 
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: Students may 
learn of how they are coming across during their on-
campus interviews. Thursday, November 15, Career 
Planning and Placement, 203 Huddleston Hall, from 
2:30-4:30p.m. 
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Lecture and 
discussion sessions devoted to written job-getting com-
munication techniques. Thursday, November 15, Forum 
Room, Library, 6:30p.m. 
INFORMATION ON CAREER PLANNING AND 
PLACEMENT will be available to students by staff 
counselors on Wednesday; November 14, MUB Balcony, 
from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
SAILING CLUB MEETING: Thursday, November 15, 
Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.m. Important 
meeting to organize racing team for next year. 
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: 
Meeting, Friday, November 9, McConnell 218, at 7:30 
p.m. 
SEACOAST CHAPTER OF N.H. AUDUBON SOCIETY 
MEETING: Wednesday, November 14, SSC Room 210, 
at 7:30 p.m. Speaker: Betty Phinney with a slide presen-
tation on Winte.r Bit.d1d~ntification: 
LEADERSHIP TRAINING CLASS: Every Tuesday, 
Hamilton Smith 141, at 7 p.m. Fellowship and practical 
teaching in the Christian lifestyle. Sponsored by Campus 
Crusade for Christ. 
NEED JEANS? 
CAL VIN KLEIN 
The fit is priceless! 
'nough said ... 
Reg. ·$34 NOW $29 




continued from page 21 
"It'.s not exactly reincar-
nation," . Ironson said, "but the 
belief that after death there is a 
continuation of consciousness. It 
loosens your thoughts of a limited 
physical worls, as if you could see 
the bends in the road that are 
miles away before you drive 
around them." · 
On Saturday, Ironson hosted a 
six hour workshop. In the m:or-
ning, he talked about ESP (or in-
tuition). He explained how to get 
it, and how to recognlze it. In the 
afte~noon, ·h~ <µscussed _psychic 
healing,· and ·how to become 
aware of one's life energies. 
A group of twelve people 
showed up for the workshop held 
in the Grafton room of the MUB. 
They didn't come as skeptics, and 
Irons·on didn't try to make 
believers out of them, but he 
made clear that parap-
sychological events can happen 
and has happened to may people. 
Roles constantly changed 
during the six hours: When Iron-
son explained the concepts 
behind institution and psychic 
healing, - several people replied 
with questions. In -contrast, when 
two people people recounted ex-
periences of OBes and,a third, his 
experience with intuition, Iron-
















NOV 12, 13 
''Amityville Horror'' 
:::;: ; ::::::::; :::::::: :: :: ::::::::::~::::: •..• ·:·: ··=···::::::::::::::::;:::;::.:.:·:·:·: 
"Silent Movie" 
. · Mel Brooks 
.. ·::·:·: .. :·=·::;:;:;:::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;.;.;.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·.·:··;:::: 




Tonight all seats S 1.00 
6:30 & 8:40 
6~30&8:30 
6:30 & 8:45 
WED ONLY 6:30&8:30 
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"Hair" 6:30 & 8:45 
Every Wectnesday is $1.QO .nig~~ 
Bush Regarding militacy forces in -Cuba Bush said his father would 
talk with Soviet President 
Breshnev. 
BUSH 
continued from page 4 
Bush would talk to Brejhnev 
about SALT II. 
As director of the CIA, George 
Bush ·monitored Soviet complian-
ce with the SALT agreement, and 
he does not feel SAL TII is enfor-
ceable. 
without a willingness to stand up 
to commitments." 
bush says Carter has been inef-
fective, and named his father's 
experience· in dealing with the 
Chinese leaders success fully as a 
reason to · take his stand on 
foreign policy seriously. 
Bush would not have ratified 
the Panama Canal Treaty. 
"It's another sign to the world 
that we're withdrawing from our 
commitments,'' said Bush. 
The United States should ap-
proach foreign affairs problems 
with strength, said Bush. but not 
with a 'rattle the sabre ap-
proach.' 
"He wants a SALT agreement, 
but not this agreement, which in 
his expert opinion he doesn't feel 
is verifiable,'' his son said. 
Bush said his father does not 
want to arm us to the ·hilt and 
challenge other countries to 
war," but said what the United 
Sates needs is a foreign policy 
which is "constant, credible, and 
consistent." 
Bush also has a plan to reduce 
inflation. 
If elected, he plans to limit the 
UR NAME IN 
PRINT 
You too should be a part of the 
American voice being published by 
Van Steads. Send your signed 
[Print Name Clearly] ·original Poem 
Idea/ or Short Story [1 Page] 
With$25to: 
VAN STEADS 
303 Fifth Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 
10016 
You will receive a copy 
for your bookshelf and 
10°/0 ofsales 
YOU DON'T JUST 






NEW ENG LANDS QUALITY BMW 
DEALERSHIP FOR EXPERT SALES & SERVICE. 





help ·you select 
a Thanksgiving Wine 
th'at you'll be happy with. 
OPEN 7 DAYS & NIGHTS 
We will special order 
wines for you. 
Excellent assortment of imported cheeses. 
555 ·Central Ave., Dover, N.H. 
Next to E.J.'s Variety 
742-7770 
growth of the government and 
limit defense spending in hopes of 
balancing the government by 
fiscal 1982. 
"There is no magic cure to 
it, "Neil Bush said, "but there is 
one th'ing economists across the 
country all agree can be done to 
help slow down the growth of 
fedt:ral spending." 
with incomes rising, Bush 
claims, taxpayers are moving in-
to higher tax revenues for the 
government. That money, in ad-
dition to limited government 
spending will bring the federal 
budget into equilibrium. 
· "Unfortunately, it's at the ex-
pense of the American tax-
payer,'' said Bush. 
• Hand crafted sterling silver 
Jewelry 
Now offered at the Wax Ear 
Record Shop 
Next to Franklin Theater 
Shoe-Repairing 
WOMEN'S CLOGS-DRESS BOOTS 
Pick up service at Great Bay 
Cleaners-Tues.-Frl. 
Dover Shoe Hospital 
6 Third StreP~ 
RESEARCH 
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE 
Send now for latest catalog. 
Thousands of termpapers on all . 
subjects. Enclose $5.00 to cover 
return postage. 
ESSAY SERVICES 
67 Yonge St., Sult• #504 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
MSE 1J8 
(416) 366-6549 
Dover, N .H Est. 1919 
PIANO LESSONS 
Member National Guild of Piano Teachers. 
Pupil of Paul Shilawsky at Mazorteum in Salzburg Austria. 
All lessons at two pianos, including ensemble 
with MUSIC MINUS ONE, Popular and Classical. 
January and February session in Ft. Lduderdale and 
Boca Raton Fla. · 
Kaymond Desjardins 
Beginners accepted. 2Freemanct. 
Dover N.H. 03820 
Tel. 742·5919 before 8:30 a.m. or late evenings 
1\pplyNow 
"Join the semester at sea .... ': 
Sail from Los Angeles, February ~' 1980, 
and from Seattle, September 3, 1980, to the 
Orient, Southeast Asia, hutia, Egypt 
(Suez Canal) and the Mediterranean. 
Earn a full semester of credit. Sponsored by 
the University of Colorado at Boulder. Participation 
open to qualified students from all accredited colleges 
and universities. Semester at Sea admits students 
without regard to color, race or creed. 
More than 60 university courses - with in-port and vo~e related emphasis. Faculty 
are from leading universities. Visiting area experts. . 
"Semester at Sea 
will be in the MUB 
Oct 17th & 18th" 
:············os~lh.isco~pc)r)toc5t;icii~ 
:. The FREE COLOR CATALOG 
~Name .................... .... · ... .. 
~ .Address ....................... . 
:citv ........................... . 
i State ... · .......... · ... Zip. _ ... : 
~ 
Send to address above and semester at 
sea will send you a free color catalog 
of the spring '80 and fall '80 voyages . . 
9:1• .• ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• • .. • ••••••••• .•••••••••••••••• . • 
For free color brochure, call or write: Semester at Sea, UMC 336B, Uruversity of Colo-
rado, Boulder 80309. Telephone toll free (800) 854-0195 (except Colorado and 
· California), ( 714) 581-6770(California), ( 303) 492-5352 (Colorado ).The S.S. Universe 












"A GOOD FUN MOVIE ••• 
I was hooked from the first shot.'' 
-Andrew Sarris, Village Voice 
DISCOUNT 
PRICES 
6: 30 & 8 :45 
ADULTS $1.50-FAMIL Y $3.00 







THE JON VOIGHT . ..• . 
CHAMP ::·;, ~/'•,al . .. . ..,.,.~.'.·.: . . · IPGI .... . ···:: 
Abbey 
NATURALIST 
_continued from page 3 
argued, was the threat of nuclear 
death. 
. Abbey wrote of the protestors, 
Crusaders for virtue are an awk-
ward · embarrassment to any 
society; they force us to make 
choices; either side with them, . 
which is difficult and dangerous, 
or condemn them, which lea~s to 
self-bfi,trayal." 
Abbey lightened the mood with 
his next reading ·of " Down the 
Tatshenshini: Notes from a Cold 
River," to appear soon in the out-
doors magazine "Moriah." 
His group started the river trip 
in a little place called Dalton Post 
in the Canadian Yukon, Abbey 
said, and floated in five rubber 
rafts down a river "which gets 
colder, wider, and siltier all the 
UN H Celebrity Se~ies 
New Hampshire 
Symphony 
Thursday, November 1Sat8 p.m. 
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center 
" ... solid, disciplined, grand." 
U.S. premiere of Anton Bruckner's Symphony no. 4 
("The Romantic"); Mendelssohn's Piano Concerto no. 1; 
Franck's Symphonic Variati<;ms for Piano and Orchestra; 
and~ohann Hummel's "Six Waltzes." James Bolle, 
conductor; Stephanie Brown, piano soloist. To be 
taped for airing on Cha~nel 11 at a later date. 
UNH Students & Senior Citizens, $4.50 in advance 
General Public & All Tickets at the Door, $6.50 
Memorial Union Ticket Office· 1 O a.m.·4 p.m. weekdays 
Telephone: (603) 862-2290. 
time." 
Abbey artfully described the 
Alaskan wilderness he floated 
through. "Bald . ea~les BO 
winging by, almost as common 
here as buzzards in the desert.'' 
He talked ·of "dwarf hum-
mingbirds," the Tatshenshini 
mosquitoes which came to dinner 
every night with the river ex-
ploreres. Abbey saw "wolf 
tracks, bearshit, moose sign -- ther 
signs of wildlife everywhere.'' 
Foremost on the explorers' 
minds was "grizz" ~bbey said. 
''They call the bear a Grizz up 
here; -grizz in the plural form, " 
he wrote. "Grizz -- the one hairy 
element in an otherwise 
manageable - scene; adding 
genuine danger to a jaunt 
throu~ the woods." 
Lecture 
ABBEY 
continued from page 3 
nuclear weapons, the other an 
exciting river trip--reflected his 
belief of alternating work with 
fun. 
After the ·lecture, students 
crowded around Abbey, asking 
questions and handing him books 
to autograph. "What do you think 
about the oil-drilling on George's 
Banks?" one student asked. 
"Not a very good idea," Abbey 
replied. "I'd rather eat fish than 
drink oil.!' 
Pinned to the lapel of Abbey's 
~~··1111••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-jacket was a button that said ~ "Viva la Causa." • 
lu l!nl · "What cause is that?" someone asked. / 
STUN 
/ / 
_Announces: "Any cause you like," he an-
T111ev1•11•an s~~~~ from the crowds, away tli NOVEMBER ! from the formalities of the New England Center, appeared the 
N k 
relaxed Abbey. In the homey, 
I I.Dr ' Debut T1··me .· 9.·15 p.m. cluttered lounge of the En-vironmental Mini-Dorm, Abbey chatted with a few students. His • • • . 11111 
Nov.13th 
Carroll/Belknap 
The Making of Star Wars 
''Special Effects Secrets'' 
/ & 
Hardware Wars 
'With Augie-Ben-Doggie & 4-Q-2 
Nov. 20th Mother's Little Network 
















Ace Trucking company 
"The 'new' Army" 
Second City Review Shorts 
"offbeat, improvisitional comedy" 
& 
Wacky World of Poverty, S&M Airlines, 
Therese et Joe 
Flesh Gordon-uncensored 
"The world is thrown into carnal 
chaos by a mysterious ray" 
TheRutles 
Hilarious take off on the Beatles, starring Eric Idle, John Belushi, 
Dan Akroyd, etc. 
andREEFER MAONF.SS- Weed in the 1930's 
ALL SHOWS.FREE, of course 
... 
jacket was off, his tie was 
loosened. Sipping a beer, he 
talked about his career as a 
writer. 
"I'm a good writer," he ad-
mitted without modesty. "But not 
a serious one. I do my work in fits 
and spasms, taking a lot of time 
off. I spend too much time 
climbing mountains, running 
rivers, and chasing women. 
"But at least it gives me plenty 
to write about," he laughed. 
"The Southwest is a hard place 
to write," Abbey said, referring 
to his home in the little town of 
Oracle, Arizona. 
"It's too beautiful outside to 
spend time inside typing. The 
most writing I ever. did was in 
Hoboken, New Jersey.'' 
In the ten books he has written, 
Abbey has .strived above all for 
humor. "It's the type of humor 
that makes you laugh, cry, and 
gnash your teeth all at once," he 
said. "Humor is an essential part 
of writing, of life." . 
JERRY LEWIS TWIN CINEMA 
LAFAYETIE ROAD, PORTSMOUTH 
• 436-3655 
lf- FREE PARKING * ic 
NEXT TO BOWL·A·RAMA 
WEEKNIGHTS 7:30pm 
FRI - 7, 9:45 
SAT-1: 15, 7, 9:45 
SUN-1:15, 7:30 
7:00-9:00p.m . 
I I. i, 1 Ii l I 
ALCOHOL 
continued from page 2 
trying to control underage 
students usage of alcohol. This is 
a problem that hasn't happened 
in the past, and it concerns a 
large number of students," said 
Ross. , 
Mark Robillard, housing 
coordinator, could not comment 
on the situation becausing the 
housing department has no 
records on this subject. 
"We aren't close enough to the 
dorms themselves to be able to 
comment on it," Robillard said. 
According to Ross, about 40 
percent of the student body is 
under 20 years of age. ,. Most of 
those live on campus, he said. 
Records at the University 
Police Department indicate that 
there have been more incidents of 
fights since the drinking age has 
increased. 
This indicates that assaults are 
directly related to drinking . 
Specifically the lowering of the 
drinking age, according to Ross. 
"Some students get extremely 
belligerent and give people a 
hard time when they get in-
toxicated, especially if they are 
underage," said Ross. 
"When I think about it, we have 
had five or six assaults this 
semester that have been all 
alcohol related," Zecher said. 
Zecher said a large number of 
freshmen are experimenting with 
alcohol in different ways than 
have been seen in the past. 
"A number of freshmen have 
been found to be drinking in the 
dorm during the afternoon. 
Something I've never seen in 
previous years," Zecher said. 
Ross said when school began, it 
was originally understood that all 
students under age caught 
drinking would get a warning. 
" But then we realized this would 
get around, and that would create 
even more of a drinking problem. 
"A kid could be walking around 
for eight months drinking and not 
get caught, then finally when he 
does if we give him a warning it 
wouldn't be right," he said. 
According to Ross, if a minor 
has good attitude and is 
cooperative there "isn't too much 
to worry about - you will get a 
warning. This is only for a first 
offense," he added. 
"We want to be fair about this, 
we take every case on a one to 
one basis," Ros~ said. 
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in 2 years to students who 
have completed 60 credits 
(B average or better). 
' • Save one year of 
tuition and living 
expenses -
• Theoretical and 
clinical training 
• Graduate with 
marketable skills 
• Advanced training 
toward Ph. D 
programs 
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Main Street Store I 
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continued from page 2 
UNH students are not limited to 
the five programs abroad offered 
here. They have a choice of 
studying in almost any cowitry 
through 700-800 exchanges in the 
United States, many of which 
UNH recognizes. 
UNH sends as many non-UNH 
students abroad as it does 
campus students. 
A student should ''identify the 
'school with the exchange he 
wants," says Abraham, "and 
then study abroad via the other 
school." 
If, for instance, a UNH student 
wishes to study in Rome while are most often for the jwiior year 
UNH does not offer such a only. The Valencia program, 
program, he is not"forced to give however, can be taken for only a 
up that possibility. . semester of the jwiior year ~t the 
Instead, he can apply through student's discretion. 
other U.S. schools who ultimately A 2.5 cumulative average is 
send qualified · students abroad required along with an in-
through their own programs. In termediate level proficiency in 
this case students will be graded the foreign language for those 
by these "middle man" colleges, wishing to use foreign language 
and subsequently grades will be skills intensively. If one does not 
transferred to UNH. have a 2.5, Abraham claims he 
The student in effect will be must "sell himseH." 
transferring to that other UNH professors grade the 
American schoolinorder to study student's work with recom-
in the foreign cowitry he wants. mendations from · the foreign · 
Abraham warns that in order to professors. 
be accepted in the UNH Only 2-5 select students are 
programs in Dijon, Salsburg, or accepted to the New Hampshire 
Valencia, one must have an College Consortium, basically 
"excellent academic back- wirelated to UNH. 
to the three major programs in 
Europe, as they would attending 
UNH. UNH financial aid rules 
apply abroad, with a possibility 
of work-study m the ad-
ministration dept. at Arundel. 
"Each week 10-20 students seek 
information on our programs,'' 
confirmed Abraham, "one of 
which includes a semester at sea, 
wider the direction of Professor 
David Long." 
In order to get feedback on the 
different programs, Abraham 
interviews his students from the 
other U.S. schools and leaves a 
typed up critique of their 
evaluations on .file in his dept. In 
most cases a telephone number is 
on record, should the interested 
student want to consult with the 
"veteran" personally. ground." These programs "re- The summer abroad study in 
quire · st~ong . proficiency" . and Cambridge, England is a six •------------------iililliiimilm-.. week course open to those in good As far as problems and general observations go, students have returned to UNH complaining 
course descriptions aren't ac-
curately described. They are 
shocked at the number of Middle 
Eastern students studying in 
EuroJ:>e, a common occurance 
these days, according to Abra-
Great Bay Motor Co., Inc. 




Fully Reconditioned Trade-ins 
'77 Dodge Aspen 4D 6 cyl Automatic Just 13, 700 ml. 
'77 Chevy •12 6Vz' fleetslde p.u. with cap Just 23,350 ml. 
'7 6 AMC Pacer 6 cyl STD Just 37 ,000 
'76 Ford Vz 8' flareslde p.u. 6 c_yl STD 
il 
L .. ·- ~- . 1: 
SPECIAL OF THE WEEK 
New '79 Caprice Wagon with air cond. 
List price $8504.15 Sale price $6738 
standing above freshman level, 
including graduate students and 
non-students with a college 
degree. 
One can earn up to 8 credits in 
these six weeks. In its third year 
this coming summer, an average 
of 45-50 students have been ac-
cepted annually. 
The Cambridge summer 
program costs $1675 plus air fare, 
texts, personal travel and living 
expenses. 
Students pay the same tuition, 
room and board rates, however, 
ham. -
"Students hav-e related some 
problems in administration, but 
generally agree they are very 
pleased with the programs,'' 
Abraham assures. 
Some students return from the 
summer program so pleased that 
~ Whitehouse Opticians, Inc. 
'9" Complete Eyeglass Service 
'c~ prescriptions filled, duplicated 
frames repaired-sunglasses 
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri. 
8:30-5:30 
Wed. & Sat. 
8:30-12:00 
Take the UNH Kari-van to Dover Drug Building 
6 Broadway, Dover 742-1744 
r•r•r•r•r•r•r•r•r•r•, 
WOMEN'S STUDIES : 
Course Offerings Spring 1980 ~ 
• 
WS 698 Senior Seminar: Feminist Theory. Course will cover ' • all the classic texts of Feminist thought from Mary W ollstone- ' • 
craft and Frances Wright in the 19th century to Kate Millett ' • and Mary Daly. Weds 9-12. Instructor: Josephine Donovan ' , 
Admn 780 Women in Management M 6-9 R. Weathersby ;' 
Anthro 625 Female, Male, and Society TR 11-12:30 B. Larson ' , 
Econ 698A Topics in Economics: Women TR 10:30-12':30 M. Power' 
. and Work · . ~' 
Educ 701M Sex Role Learning and School . R 7-9:30 S. Oja • 
Achievement 2 er. 3/27-5/9 •' 
Engl 501Sec17 Intro to Prose (Section for T 7:30-9:30 J. Felman : 
Women Writers) r 
Engl685 
Hist 596 
Women's Literary Traditions TR12:30-2 S. Schibanoff~' 
Explorations in History: MWF 2-3:30 S. Ware 
History of Women in the U.S. · 
Psych 5918 Special Topics: Psychology MW 6-7:30 S. Goldstein ' 
. of Women , 
· SS 633 Seminar in Social Work Methods: T 7-9:30 A. Barrett 
Feminism and Human Services -
Client to Worker 
SS 701Sec1 Women and Aging M 1-3:30 B. Roberts 
For further information: Women's Studies 
Program Office, 19 Murkland Hall 2-2194 
they apply for a semester or year 
abroad in England through 
Abraham and another exchange. 
A few have even enjoyed living 
and studying abroad to the extent 
that they have transferred to that 
university, leaving UNH alto-
gether. 
Most of these colleges sponsor 
weekend trips and semi-guided 
tours. Or students can go out on 
their own, if they prefer, to see 
neighboring European cities and 
countries. 
Vacations, unlike ours, consist 
of a fall break, a 5-6 week break 
in between semesters, and a 
spring break longer than our one 
week break. ln_short, they start 
their semesters later and end 
them when we do. Their 
semesters are shorter. 
From these experiences 
abroad, Abraham says, "I want 
to see the opportunity for study 
abroad programming to grow on 
this campus." 
"We need to foster more in-
terest," he said, "and know about 
study abroad programs not only 
for language majors but for 
engineering, math, and political 
sciel)ce majors as well." 
Alcohol 
ALCOHOL 
continued from page 9 
A problem with the new liquor 
law is people buying alcohol for 
those wider age, Ross said. 
"We see so many people 
. coming back from down town on 
a weekend night with four or so 
cases of beer. We know damn 
well that they're not going to 
drink it all themself," Ross said. 
Although police have advised 
all people of authority, Hall 
Director's, R.A. 's, Security 
Guards, to be on the look out for 
people or selling beers to minors, 
no incidents have been reported. 
At least one bar in the Durham 
area has been caught by the 
liquor commissioner for selling 
an alcoholic beverage to a minor, 
according to Ross. 
Selling or giving alcoholic 
beverages to a minor is a 
misdemeanor and is pwiishable 
by a fine of $1000 and-or up to one 
year in jail. 
A minor who receives up to one 
bottle of alcohol is pwiished by a 
fine up to $100. 
Ross said the law raising the 
drinking age has made no dif-
ference at all as far as the oc-




Students with piles of assignments and 
short deadlines know that relief is avail-
able: they contact us. Our research 
papers are proven time-saving re-
search tools. Send for our latest mail· 
order catalog - it gives you ready ac-
cess to thousands of quality researc~ 
papers covering all college subject 
areas . Send now and have a virtual Ii- · 
brary at your fingertips in a few days. 
-we also provide custom research writ-
ten to your specifications. All materials 
sold for research assistance only. 
RESEARCH UNLIMITED, INC. 
348 Ridge ~oad 
Lyndhurst, N.J. 07071 
201-939-1300 
Enclosed is $1.00 (to cover postage). 








•********************************* ~ . * t · "GET THE EDGE'.' . . ~ 
~· * KENNEDY 
continued from page 4 ~ ~ Skate Sharpening Done the Right way at ~ . 
~ · ~ ficial running shoes for 1980." 
Kennedy then spoke briefly to 
an enthusiastic crowd awaiting 
him outiside the Chateau. Ac-
companied. by his entourage, and 
six busloads of press members, 
Kennedy headed back to Man-
chester Airport to travel to Por-
tland Maine, and the next leg of 
his four-day, 10 city campaign 
tour. 
t THE HARDWARE HOUSE ~ 
~ mon-tues, ,,1•50,. 9.5:30 Jenkins Court, Durham. 868-9601 * , 
~ wed.:9·8 thurs.:9·9 sun.:9-3 Visa, M.astercharge accepted. - . * 
~·······························l 
The Book Loft 
Miss Piggy 
Kahil Gibran Diary 
Sesame Street _ 
Asst. Blue Mt. Arts 
Snoopy (2 kinds) 
Runners Diary 
Kliban Diary 
1980 calendars at 20 percent off Yankee Recipe V ·c:.icians Diary 
~ ·qnMarine 
Sale extended thru Nov 18th New .L-. and Images JRR Tolkien Desk 
Gnomes 
New England Engagement 
French Cooking Engagement 
Antiques Engagement 
I Ching Engagement 
365 Jokes&Puns 
365NewWords 
Scenic New England 




Bless the Beasts . 
A Gift of Wings 
. Dogs 
In Praise of Women Artists 
Ireland Poster 
Ziggy Poster 
Horses (2 kinds) 
Trains 
In the Company of Cats 
Back Roads of America 





Beautiful New Hampshire 
USSkiTeam 
Sierra. Club Wilderness 
Choose From: 
Sierra Club Trail 
Sierra Club Engagement 
Sierra Club Wildlife 
Sierra Club for Young People · 
Animal Farm Cartoons 
Dieter's Guide to Weight Loss, E~·. 
New Hampshire Profiles · 
Concert Music Datebook 
Theatre Datebook , 
Movie Datebook 
Dance West Datebook 















Starting as low as $1.50(net) 
and more to come ... 
WE OFFER VISA/MASTERCHARGE 
& FREE GIFTWRAPPING 
THE BOOK LOFT' 
(Upstairs at Town&Campus) open Monday-Friday til 7: 45 p.m. Saturday and Sund.B_y til 4:45 o.m. 
MOVING OFF CAMPUS? 
ATTEND THE COMMUTER TRANSFER 
CENTER WORKSHOP SERIES 
TUES NOV 13th- 7-8 pm 
DECIDING TO MOVE OFF CAMPUS 
•How to find an Apartment 
THURS NOV 15th - 7-8 pm 
Student Panel Discussion of 
Housing Alternatives 
The students perspective.on alternative 
commuter lifestyles. 
;:;;;;;:::::::;::;:;:;: 
MON NOV 19th~ 7-8 pm 
Tennants Rights and Responsibilities 
The Law perspective and the Landlords perspective 
.·.:·:·:· :·:·:·:;.;.;.·.;.;.;.;.;::=:·:·:·~::·:: ::::·:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: 
In the C.ommuter Center Lounge MUB 136 . 
~·~
0 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS 




8 p. m.-closing 
I • 
'.I I ii l • 
. ". ,P.AG·e · 1·2· 
. Hooters down Rams 
SOCCER ed up into the right hand corner 
continued from pg. 31 past Rico who looked1upwards in 
disgust. 
Maronne, now has to beat Rhode "I was due for this goal," said 
Island to attain a share of the Elkorchi ·after the game. "In 
crown with the Wildcats. A Rhode practice I score all the time but 
Island tie or win against U~e hardly ever in a ,game. I was 
Huskies gives UNH the title due:',_ 
outright. The rest of that first half 
Striking early, UNH scored fir- belonged to UNH who kept the 
st when Mike Colburn directed a pressure on even though URI out-
header past Ram goalie Gonzales shot the Cats, 12-6. 
Rico at 9: 38. Saied Miremadi, The second half held a different 
who assisted both goals, was in- story for UNH as the Rams had 
strumentai in Colburn's tally, lof- countless opportunities to score 
ting a free kick into the penaly but missed two open nets on 
area that caught Rico flat footed scrambles ·with kicks that went 
in the wrong place at the wrong wide and long 20 yard drives 
time. which misses the far post ·by in-
The Rams were undaunted ches. 
though, shrugged off the goal and The Rams' best chance came 
knotted the contest just 38 secon- at the 21 minute mark when a Gil 
ds later on a UNH miscue in fron . King 25 yarder was headed up 
of Wildcat goalie Gordie Tuttle. and over · Tuttle who had raced 
URI's Vin Mccrudden raced in ten yards out into the field to grab 
for a blast that Tuttle stopped ·but it in ·mid air. 
couldn't collect the rebound quick Luckily, Andy May from his 
enough and was beaten in ·the en- wing clearing the ball out of 
suing footrace to the ball by Len danger right at the goal line. 
Mercurio who shot past Tuttle. Tuttle credited that save to 
UNH stiffened its defense the discipline of this year's-team 
clearing the ball well to the sides and assistant coach1 Peter Ram-
and 1upfield·and; .applied steady sey who has been ·· coaching the 
pressure to the Ram defense due defensive backs to cover the net 
to the diligent efforts of Jeff when he (Tuttle) leaves the goal 
Gilman; Knute Klefos, Mike mouth for the ball. 
Cloutier, and Saied Miremadi. Frustration set in quickly for 
Working · a give-and-go, URI as time wore down. They got 
Miremadi connected on a pass to called for many turn overs giving 
Elkorchi. "I went through some UNH more chances to score or 
defenseman and got a perfect - put the ball in URI's end. 
pass from Saied," said Elkorchi. A last minute game ejection 
"I pushed the ball ahead and had UNH playing a man sort for 
went around a man and saw their · the last four minutes when Mike 
goalie (Ric"o) coming out at me Cloutier recieved a red card for 
and I knew I had to get a foot on unsportsmanlike conduct. 
it._ I just nailed it." The ball soar- "I didn't want to watch after 
Out-of-body experiences 
OBE 
continued from page 6 
cushioned chains, and alter-
nately tensed and relaxed 
muscles to become ·completely 
relaxed. 
son eagerly asked for answers. · Everybody tried for the psi 
from them. · receptive state: a state of relaxed 
Before noon, he had instrcuted awareness. Ironson said to sear-
the group on how to become more ch for "a relaxed, peaceful space 
receptive to intuition. People took in you, where you identify 
there shoes off, sat back in the everything with a oneness." It's 
~~~..q,~~ 




PRE-REGISTRATION §· . § 
I SPRING sEMESTER I 
t WED.NOVEMBER14 § 
~ 
i 
ARI MAJORS: 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
Room A 201 PCAC (Art Dept. Office) 
You must bring your signed 
preregistration form. § 
NON ART. MAJORS: 7:00-9:00 p.m.~ 
Strafford Room MUB§ 
Students can only regislei' for§ 
one person.§ 
NOTE: It is not necessary to sign up for Art History 
cou_rses with the Art Department. ! 
-Please direct any. question to the Art Department § 
A 201, PCAC, Te. 862-2190 . ~ 
..q,~~~fQl~~~ 
that." said Kullen. 
"We just had to keep cool. after 
that said Cloutier after the 
gam~, "and we did, that's all. 
"We had to be cautious in the 
second half; it was better to con-
tain them than to tr}' and score. 
Last year we gave up some 
cheap goals during the season. 
Today, we got two of the biggest 
goals·yet. We earned it." . 
In the lockerroom, Wildcats 
jumped. screaming wildly · ~s if 
trying to tell all of I:Kingston th-
at" they had won and iI was the 
biggest game ever ·for a UNH 
squad. 
The only quiet Wildcat was 
Kullen who sat seemingly in 
disbelief on the end of a wooden 
bench with his hands covering his 
face lifting it up only when he 
heard a olaver come by to 
congratulate him. _ "I just sort 
of watched. They did all the work 
and you don't know· how tough it 
is to watch either.'' 
Rhode Island coach Henni, 
admitted he was "shocked", but, 
''UNH played well especially in 
the first half. In the second half 
UNH had the luck. They stayed 
cool and poised. 
"It was just"one of those days," 
he shrugged and walked off glan-
cing at the scoreboard shining 
brightly through the dark, cold 
fall afternoon "Home 1, Visitors 
2" it read. 
Football 
URI 
continued from pg. 29 
yard line . 
Three plays and a UNH per-
sonal foul later, URI tailback Chy 
Davidson scored a touchdown on 1 
a two-yard run, URI's first points 
in 14 quarters . 
· Although Leayi~t thre~ only 
one pass, he called a good gain~ 
at the line of scrimmage. 
"Leavitt did a great job calling 
audibles," Barnsley said, "when 
their defense was going to blitz." 
On Hamsley's touchdown run, 
Leavitt had checked off. 
"They had a safety blitz on," 
Leavitt said. "And I checked into 
a different play. The safety had 
come up to fill the right guard-
center gap. 
"We had called a pass play, but 
I checked into a run. (Phil) Estes 
(right guard) and (Ken) Kaplan 
(right tackle) made the blocks 
for Hamsley's run." 
· On that play, Hamsley broke up 
the middle, ran past four 
def enders and scored. 
"The safety moved up," Estes 
said. ''And we moved him out and 
Dwight cut it off." 
Estes, who is offensive captain, 
was pleased with the much-
malighed line's play Saturday. 
"We got' things together and 
moved people out," he said. "We 
came out and gave it to them. We 
needed this game and got it." 
URI coach Bob Griffin was 
impressed by UNH's play. 
"UNH's · offense -·got to us/' 
Griffin said. ''They had a good 
plan of attack and had Hamsley. 
The offense put the game out of 
reach early. We didn't expect 
them to score that easily." 
Wildcat notes: Senior place 
kicker Art Illman broke the old1 
UNH record of 67 extra points 
Saturday, held by Dave Teggart, 
when he kicked his 68th, 69th, and 
70th extra points ... UNH con-
tinued to be plagued by penalties. 
The Cats committed ten penalties 
for 99 yards, while URI was 
penalized twice for 20 yards ... 
URI had 19 first downs. UNH 
had 8 ... Tight end Mike Porter and 
tailback Jim Quinn were injured 
Saturday, but it isn't known yet 
how bad their injuries 
are ... Linebacker Chris Kosinski 
had a good day, intercepting a 





continued from pg. 29 
Division· I NCAA Qualifiers for 
both team and individuals. 
Copeland has elected to pass up 
the team ·competition but Gary 
Crossan and Dean Kimball wiU 
attempt to earn individual honors 
in the highyl competitive event. 
Three teams will qualify for the 
finals on November 19. The top 
four finishers that are not af-
filiated with a qualifying team 
will make the trip to the finals . . 
"J rate Providence College as 
the number one team, BU second 
with Harvard and Yale in a battle 
for third,'' said Copeland. ''As for 
the chances of Crossan and Kim-
ball, it'll be a bitch.'' 
Hockey 
HOCKEY 
continued from page 30 
"They just started skating," 
said assistant coach Bob Kullen 
who was manning the squad for 
Holt. "The passes were clicking 
where in the first two periods 
they weren't.'' 
Kullen pointed out that it was 
only the second game of the 
season for UNH and mistakes 
woulc still be prevalent. 
"But they're trying/ he con-
tinued. "They're· playing with 
new partners ·and the defense 
needs work on certain aspects of 
the ·breakout, but they're doing 
better. 
"We'll do fine." 
Icewoillen 
important to gain access to that seelt the relaxed, psi receptive 
space, because it is a source of in- state. Group members paired off, 
formation, he said. and tried to pick up each others ICEWOMEN 
After luch, Ironson showed energy through the palms of their continued from pg. 31 
slides of photographs exhibiting hands. , 
the aura of energy that surrou,nds In, a closing remark, Ironson starring on the nationally ranked 
us. Psychic hea 112ers transfer this said: "There is a lot more going field hockey team will return as a 
energy to the sick, he said. on with your existences, than you center ·for the ~econd line aid~d 
Again, he asked the group to are aware of." · by smooth skating freshmen Kip 
rr..M~A':'R~G~A~RE'r'~B~t.:.~:'R~T~LllPJ.l!TT~'-.-.--;.;.;,;..;.;.;.;..;,~--_,. .... ___ ...;....., Porter and Marcie Pannabecker. 
- . ~\ · Haroules · scored 20 goals and 
Former Manager \ . assisted on 19 othe~s during last 
Great Expectations. 1. A year's contest and is expected to 
@i @h '-.._.../ · . perform solidly as soon as field ll l l hockey ends. · · U t ng · a e The -defensive corps also has 
• PRECISION HAIRCUTTING ~- lots of ·depth with the return of 
Welcome back special thru Oct. 
Phone: (603) 059-2943 . with UNH I.D. 's 
Mitchell Road 
Tues. - Fri. Nottingham, N.H. 
Hairstyling $8, reg. $10 
Lee .Traffic Circ:Ie, . 2 miles 125 South - Turn right at sign 
Eyeglass Savings 




Discount for all UNH 
students and faculty 
Just ~ring in your prescription or let us copy it 
from your eyegla,sses. 
AO Soft Colntact Lenses S195. Comple•e 
466 Centr.al Ave. -749-2094 
UPPER SQUARE, DOVER, N.H. 
We're on the Kari-Van Une!! 
I I If I I 
I I *Does not include sales or contact lenses 
Beth · Newcombe, Nancy 
Theodore, and Kelly Stone. Stone 
is also a defenseman on the field 
hockey team and will return at 
the same time as Haroules. 
Mccurdy is also pleased with 
two new comers to the defense in 
Cheryl Calder and Cindy McKay. 
Both are freshman. · 
The goal is one of the least 
worried positions for Mccurdy 
which ·is held down by junior 
Donna Nystrom; UNH's starting 
goalie since the Wildcat's went 
varisity (three years ago). Ad-
ding depth to the goal is 
sophomore Lynn Walsh who saw 
limited action last year and tur-
ned in solid performances. · 
UNH, having beaten the best 
womens varsity teams in the 
country and Canada, will once 
again · be · atop ·the list of 
everyone's schedule to be the 
team to beat. 
Though the ranking is admit-
tedly unofficial, UNH can back 
up its claim having won the Con-
cordia Invitational Tourney; 
downing former Canadian cham-
pions McMasters in the first 
round (10-0) and then Minnesota 
(6-2)to win the two day event. 
THe women host ·their own 
tourney this year inviting Cor-
nell, · Northeastern, and 
Providence to Durham on 
January 18 and 19. 
Legislation · has finally been 
passed for a final regional tour-
nament to be held by the EAIA W. 
THe tourney, which will deter-
mine Eastern supremacy, will be 
held in Providence in March. 
JFK library 
JFK LIBRARY 
continued from page 22 
niture into the Kennedy com-
pound on the Cape." · · 
. ~ntering. the Kennedy Library 
is mdeed like entering ·a sort of 
Camelot. Unlike other museums 
people do not tend to wander' 
aimlessly selecting the exhibi~ 
that interest them. _ · 
Answers to 
Collegiate Crossword 
Instead there is a nudging of ........+-+--+--< 
shoulders and bouncing on tip-
toes, of observers wishing to 
savor every crumb of detail. 
There is not much conversation. 
People seem wrapped up in 
memories, or like me, wrapped in 
goosebumps wishing I had ex-
perienced more than just the end 
of such a man. 
Leaving the exhibits, there is 
the sound of waves crashing on 
the beach. As you continue the 
walk out, one expects Jack 
barefooted, to greet you on th~ 




. ~ YOGUR1 COFFE.E.. C61<t -
... ' 0-lOCOUffE. MOUS.SE_ 
' -Cl-CCa..JllE PECAN 
Pll_-Cl-IU.SE.CL\Kl-
.. o.-- BliNt;N~ f:)P&'\D 
rvl~Kl i\NY DAV L m _ _1 DLW . 
E.XCE.PTIONL':.L fCoD YOU CL'>N ENJOY tVE.P..YDAY 
Ct.LL U.5 6. FEW Dll.Y.5 IN AD/LWCE. O~ 
-SEE. W~ WE.1-\AVE: ON t-~D. 
DEUVE~Y AVAIU>BLE:. 
CAMPU.S 
~oy10--1c_ 7L1L ~z_ 924 
WE.. CAlCR WIU-l CLA55 
I; Force Opportuniti;-------ACN119l 
I P.O. Box 1776 I I Valley Forge, PA 19481 I 
I Please send me information on engineering opportunities and becoming I 
I 
an Air Force Officer. I am especially interested in: 
Air F.orce Officer Training School 0 (maximum age 29Jt2-college degree I I required). · I 
I Air Force ROTC D (age 16-281. 
I 
Name Sex( )M( )F I 
[Pleasef'IK111 I 
I A~dress pt. # I 
I City State - I 
I ZIP-------'-=-------
Date of Birt I 
l Engineering Disciplm . I 
College Attending - I 











across from Timber~nd St:)oe} 
Hours 10-5 Mon-S9t 







98 Main St. 
Newmarket, N.H. 
659-5949 
(across from Timberland Shoe) 
Hours 10-5 Mon-Sat 








-98 Main St. 
Newmarket, N.H. 
659.-5949 
~across from Timberlan_d Shoe) 
Hours 10-5 Mon-Sat 







98 Main St. 
Newmarket, N.H. 
659-5949 
(across from Timberland Shoe) 
Hours 10-5 Mon-Sat 
/ Friday until 7 
.PAGE .1 A. 
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of )Our life.· 
Soft contacts, for the way you want to look. 
OPENING NOVEMBER 17, 1979 
JOIN US FOR REFRESHMENTS AND REGISTER TO WIN A FREE PAIR OF SOFT CONTACT LENSES. 
Lowest price inthe area includes: 
Highest quality soft lenses, FDA approved. 
Personal, careful attention by specialist with over 
10 years experience. 
Fitting, instruction, lenscare kit. 
"Feel Safe" Plan: 90 day100% returnable fee. 
In-office seNice plan for lost and damaged lenses. 
One year office visits. 
20% off our already low eyeglass price with lens purchase. 
No obligation in-office trial. 
EYE CONTACT UNLIMITED 
123 Market Street. in the Historic District 
Portsmouth, NH 03801 (603)436-1200 
Open Monday thru Saturday10 AM 
The Registrar's office 
is currently displaying a list 
of all December degree candidates. 
This list is located on the 
bulletin board in the basement 
' 
of Thompson Hall. 
************* 
If your name is NOT on 
the Ust and you wish to 
graduate in December, please be sure 
to pick up an intent-to-graduate 
card in Room 8-A, -Thompson Hall. 
The LAST DAY TO FILE 
FOR GRADUATION IS 
NOVEMBER 16th. 
'f .... , ... ,.,. ... ,.iy .................. , ••• Si 
- ·- ., ,: ________ ;.,.. _____ .-:-. - - -- - - - -- ___ --..;:_._. -- --
Spitz 
CAUCUS 
continued from page 1 
without an explanation or under-
standing for his behavior. 
"Let's give the former 
presdient one last chance to ex-
plain," Fan said. 
Hans Heilbronner, professor 
of history, who voted against the 
resolution, siad it was improper 
for the Caucus to bring up the 
matter again. He said another 
body would have to be former id 
anything else was to be done. 
"The President (Mills) made 
his decision,'' said Gordon 
Haaland, vice-president . of 
academic · affairs, after the 
meeting. "People may not like it 
but it is over arid odne with." 
The Caucus also tabled a 
resolution until its next meeting 
presented by four members of the 
Faculty Council, that would have 
ended discussion of the Spitz con-
troversy. 
The -Council offered the 
resolution after concluding that 
since Interim president Jere 
Chase had affirmed · the Mills 
decision that no action be taken 
against Spitz, it was inap-
propriate to continue discussion 
of the case. 
The resolution said the Caucus 
recognizes that - there _ is 
"reasonable cause to conclude" 
there was administrative inter-
vention but "concludes that fur-
ther consideration of this issue by 
the Faculty Caucua is inap·-
propriate." · 
. S&'}.BROwN ~ Goldsmithing 
"Wedding and engagement rings 
_ from our hands to yours." 
One Mechanic St. Freeport, :Mame 
1'el.207~5-6263 






continued from page 3 
We're going to take a look mostly 
at the old buildings, but we 
haven't gotten into the meat of 
the thing." 
Wishart said a visual search 
will be made of more than 30 
buildings on the Plymouth 
cam-us, and if anything 
"suspicious"- were found the 
state would be called in for 
guidance. 
'~We haven't really done 
anything now," Wishart said, 
"but we're in fairly decent shape, 
because of the relative newness 
of our buildings. 
Robert · Mallet, director of 
Physical Plant and Maintaince at 
Keene State College, said a check 
of construction records 18 months 
ago turned up no asbestos 
products in the building. 
"As best we know, we don't 
have a problem,'' Mallet said. 
Merrimack Valley CoJege in Student Trustee Ian Wilson 
Manchester said their campus called for a broad base energy 
building was built in 1975, two conservation plan by the 
years after asbestos was banned University. 
as a construction material. · "Putting the surcharge on the 
Surcharge tuition bill as-a separate line item is not enough," Wilson said. 
SURCHARGE "Most students don't even see 
their tuition bill. 
continued from page 1 "Ignorance is . the biggest 
1980. enemy we're going against," he 
Earlier this year Boothby told said. "Students just don't know 
The New Hampshire that the what it takes to heat their 
original $23 surcharge was based rooms." 
on an expectation that oil prices University Chancellor Bruce 
would average $19 per barrel. Poulten said he has been con-
The price of number six oil is sidering the idea of closing down 
now well over $22 per barrel, a 10 the University completely from 
dollar per barrel increase over the Friday before Christmas to 
last April's prices. . the Tuesday after New Year's. 
"Our only hope this year is a Trustee Stuart Shaines said he 
concentrated energy con- is in favor of shutting off the heat 
servation effort on the part of and turning out the lights in the 
everyone," he said in the letter to residence halls from 1 a.m. to 5 
Prince. a.m. 
The energy · surcharge was "This is the real world," he 
originally placed on the tuition said. 
bill as a separate line item so that Student Body President Doug 
residential students would Cox, addressing the committee, 
become aware of the cost of said the Student Senate saw 
heating and lighting residence energy conservation as a top 
halls. priority, but he considered the 
shutting off of heat a drastic 
measure. 
Cox said the State could 
possibly take a more active role 
in curbing the surcharge. 
"We are going to follow the 
law," Holloway said. 
"In this case, the law is very 
clear," he said~ "The people who 
live in the residential dorms, pay 
for the operating costs.'' 
Cox said the law should be 
changed. . 
"We are a policy making 
body," Holloway said. "It is up to 
the administration to see that the . 
policies are carried out. 
"If we don't have the base 
support of students on energy . 
conservation," he said, "and 
they're willing to pay this money, 
what can we do? Students are 
looking at big, big bucks in ·the · 
next three years and· they ought 
to know it." · 
The mandatory health fee was 
proposed by Vice-President for 
Student Affairs Richard Stevens 
to fight the steady decline in the 
quality of health services 
available at Hood 1House. 
The_ proposal stated that the 
Health Services Advisory 
Committee recommended the fee 
for several reasons: 
-Current income from the 
voluntary $20 health fee is in-
sufficient to provide an adequate 
health care system. 
-The amount of income from 
the voluntary health fee is not 
dependable from semester to 
semester. 
-need to provide education 
programs and services. 
-need for the expansion of the 
Women's Clinic. · 
Trustee John Day said the 
proposal went through the 
Student Affairs Committee of the 
Board of Trustees without any 
negative reactions. 
Both the energy surcharge and 
the.mandatory health fee will go. 
before the full Board of Trustees 
as an informational i tern only, 
Holloway said. 
The F&BC also allocated 
$125,000 for the employment of 
part-time faculty for the second 
semester of this year, and $25,000 , 
to be used to supplement the 
University Library's book pur-
chasing budget. Dean ~oger Bernard of 
'*****************************************~ 
~ NEED CREDIT? SEND FOR THE CREDIT GAME . * 
~ SOLVE ALL "Tired of being without credit, or up to .. your neck in * 
~ • Too young to borrow? 'minimum payments'? With this book you will learn how 
• 
• New in town/no references1 THESE to make the $300 billion credit industry jump at your ........ 
• Erase bad debt records CREDIT command." ..,.... 
• 
• Skip bills without ruining credit PROBLEMS r----- -----O-NLY_$_s-:s5___________ ........ 
• Receive loans within weeks of beginnirig this program I ..,.... 
• Information on updated credit laws and legislation with I (N .Y. residents add B%SalesTax) 
• 
• Your rights under the Federal Credit Acts : for Books "'-.. THE CREDIT GAME Enclosed is$_______ ..,.... 
Name -------------
• 
I Address * . 303 5TH AVE . I 
Send Check or WALL STREET PUBLISHING CO SUITE 1306 I City State Zip -- • 
, Money Order to ' NEW YORK, NY 10016 I Allow 3 weeks for delivery . *. 
~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
:•:\ . ·'j..:·1,,1 ..  .. ,···\·'.::.::::·:···i·\:\ .• \·.:·i···'·\· .. :·.·,i .•. 'i,;.! .  ,·: .. :··· .. ' . :.,• .. ';···': ..·'·:·: •.. \::1 .. :·\··'.:\.' .• l···'l··'l;;.fl Wl~~~,!1!fJOBS 




-More information for "The Wizard ofJobs 
Meets Magic Pan" is available· at the Career 
Planning & Placement Office. The first 
performance and reception will be at the 
Student Union in the Hillsboro-Sullivan 
Room on November 18 from 7-9 p.m. with 
an encore on November 19 at the Career 
· Planning a.Rd Placement Office. Don't delay, 
this is a limited engagement. ' · · 
lff61 
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Just arrived: 
*New shipments of Portal Prints 
and N. Y. Graphic Prints 
*Containment - a new game 
that explores the Nuclear Energy 
Controversy 
*Maps & educational charts 
Congratulations to the Winners 
of the Pumpkin Contest: 
Ellen Beclv · 
John Beaµregard 
Sharon} akusik 
Correct weight: 65.2 lb 
~rh~ -()i·~(f ~OKSTORE 
L~~ 
~
PAGE 16 ''. 
editorials 
Is vandalism worth it? 
indications of immature minds and egos. sign in a dorm room 1 Wednesday, two UNH studeftts were arrested 
for pos~essing allegedly stolen property--:signs. 
We're glad.,, the Campus Police are taking an 
active role to combat the senseless vandalism that 
seems to be plaguing the campus lately. Damaged 
sculptures, destroyed plants ans stolen signs are 
Wether or not the students arrested Wednesday 
are guilty is not at issue here. The question is, is it 
worth it7 ' 
ls it worth destroying other people's property to 
satisfy meager ego. 
Is it worth an arrest record and the hassles of 
appearing in court just to have a "No Parking" 
Is it worth it1 
We think not. 
Good going Gibbs 
The residents of Gibbs Hall are to be commen-
ded for their Bike-A-Thon designed to raise 
money for the starving "Boat People" of Southeast 
Asia. 
starting to get reinvolved with the issues that con-
cern the entire world, not just their own needs. 
in the long run, but having the interest to care and 
help brings an optimistic note to the start of a new 
decade. 
Gibbs' project is another ·example of students 
The Gibbs students are sacrificing their time and 
working to help fellow human beings. The $1500 
or so they'll raise may not seem like much money Gibbs, pedal on. 
Congratulatons soccer team 
team recieve the recognition it deserves. Congratulations to_ the UNH soccer team and 
coach B~b- Kullen for having cinched at least a tie 
for the Yankee Conference championship. -
Soccer has long been the poor sister to UNH 
football, and now, while the team goes through a 
rebuilding process, it's only right that the soccer 
Kullen came to a team last year that was a 
perennial loser and got rid of most of the upper 
classmen and decided to go with - freshman and 
sophmores. 
than anyone expected. UNH is no longer the fun 
stop on the soccer trail and it appears it will be a 
long, long time before it will be again. 
Yes, UNH has a football champion--European 
style. His approach has paid off, probably sooner 
Fire station 
To the Editor: 
I am disturbed that some of the sup-
porters of the recently defeated fire 
station proposal want to bring the lot B 
site up for a thrid vote in March. I 
speak only for myself, but I think it's 
fair to say that if they continue to insist 
on the lot B site, they will harden the-
oppostion, not diminish it. 
There is strong support for a new 
fire station among those who vqted 
against the lot B site. The alternative 
I've heard mentioned most is a site 
somehwere between the field house 
and route 155-A. Such a site would, at 
the very most, be 1600 feet further 
from the Stoke Hall side of campus 
than the B-lot site (that's because of 
the one-way traffic on Main Street and 
Pettee Brook Lane.) The vote against 
the B-lot site should indicate that most 
of us who live near College Road are 
the 
new 
willing to trade off instant response 
time for one less potential source of 
noise and other disruption of the area. -
The best argument against a new 
fire station west of the railroad tracks 
is the increased distance from 
Durham Point and other residential 
areas on that side of town. May I 
suggest, then, that we consider 
keeping the present fire station as a 
substation and build a new facility at 
the soon-to-be-abandoned ·in-
cinerator/landfill at Durham Point. 
I admit it would be hard to sell 
University officials tm this idea, but . 
such an arrangement would relieve 
the overcrowding that is the chief 
complaint against the present fire 
_ station. It would also allow the fire 
department to house a pice of equip-
ment like the tank trunk in an area 
where it is needed. A new facility on 
Durham Point, could, it seems to me, 
be somewhat s,aller, and I hope, less 
costly than the B-lot proposal. 
I am also interested in hearing more 




proposed consolidation of police and 
fire services in a single building. He 
made some excellent points at the 
recent town meeting. 
None of the ideas I've mentioned 
may be palatable to Supporters of the 
B-lot site right now, but we know what 
. they want, and it has been twice 
defeated. It is time for some fresh 
thinking on this issue. Instead of fur-
ther ?ividing the community, let's try 




To the Editor: 
- First I would like to thank the 
majority of Durham voters present at 
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the new fire station and ladder truck. 
In my opinion you people had the 
foresight and necessary information to 
make the proper decisions. 
Two town meetings and two public 
hearings have seen the members of 
the fire dept. appear to be silent fools. 
The only reason for which we should 
be considered fools has in fact been 
our silence at these meetings. 
However, it should be noted that the 
role of the members of the fire dept. is 
to provide emergency service and 
_ safetly inspections, not administering 
major public construction projects. 
In an attempt to oversee this project 
and provide a degree of direction and 
leadership a small committee of in· 
terested people has been formed. They 
are permanant firefighter Thomas 
Richardson, permanant firefighter 
William Cote, Call firefighter and 
building designer David Curran and, 
representing non-fire dept. views, 
Associate ProfessorD. Allan Water-
field. All except Mr. Curran are 
residents of Durham. 
With successful completion of the 
project in mind, the committee solicits 
the thoughts and opinions of all in-
terested parties. Please contact any 
member directly, or send your com-
ments via U.S. or campus mail to 
"New Fire Station Committee, Fire 
Station, Durham." 
In closing, I would like to relate a 
true story that is all too typical of the 
self-profess~d experts · and their 
narrow minded efforts towards the 
fire dept. 
Last Thursday, two people in 
Young's Restaurant were overheard 
chastizing the fire dept. for ordering 
the new ladder truck before the 
Special Town Meeting, and taking 
delivery of the new vehical on Wed-
. nesday; only hours after the town 
meeting. The new fire truck these 
people saw in town on Wednesday was · 
a pumper, not a ladder truck, it was 
red, all new Durham-U.N.H. FIRE 
TRUCKS ARE YELLOW, AND IT 
~AS A FACTORY DEMONSTRATOR 
MODEL BEING DRIVEN THRU 
TOWN BY A SALESMAN. 
Many of the apparent problems of 
the fire dept. and the fire station 
project are based on attitudes and in-
correct information of this nature. 
Tom Richardson 
11 Littlwhale Rd. 
Durham, N.H. 
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The N':w_ H~mpshire accepts all respon~ible letters to the editor 
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c1usion of any letter~ · 
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words in order to be printed. All letters are subjected to minor 
editing.11_'inal decisions on letters are the editor's. 
Mail letters to: 'fhe Editor, The New Hampshire Room 151 
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824 ' ' 
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Asbestos 
ASBESTOS 
continued from page 1 
analysis found asbestos present 
in the sample." Lincoln said 
his office didn't do an analysis of 
material from Williamson, but he 
said the material appeared to be 
similar. 
Williamson and Christensen 
halls both built in 1968, house 440 
students each. 
Lincoln said the ceilings in 
WilliaJllSOn and Christensen were 
of the sprayed-on, acoustical 
type. 
· "The tiles are fairly intact," he 
said, ''but the biggest problem is 
with student damage. Apparen-
tly, students ·are scraping and 
-cutting into the ceiling. That's not 
a good feature. If it was left 
alone; with no damage, the 
hazardous factors would be less 
severe." 
Asbestos was used as a com-
mon building material from 1948 
and 1973; mainly because of its 
fireproof qualities. It is found in 
ceilings, floor tiles, pipes and in-
sulation. When broken or distur-
bed, it may release asbestos 
fibers, which lodge in lungs and 
may cause chest disorders or 
lung cancer. 
Lincoln is concerned about 
damage to the ceiling material in 
the two dormitories. 
"Right now,_i!'s reasonably in-
tact but tney (PPO&M) will have 
to keep an ·eye on it,'' he said. 
"They'll have to be some plan-
ning done, and I suggest that 
there be airborne sampling to see 
if fibers are airborne." 
According to Foster, Lincoln 
told him that he doesn't feel 
there's a great hazard at UNH. 
"So far, there's nothing posed 
as a health hazard,'' Foster said. 
Lincoln spent· two and half 
hours here on Tuesday showing 
PPO&M members and other 
University officials how to do an 
asbestos survey. 
In James and Conant halls, 
asbestos was found in pipe 
coverings opn steam pipes. 
"We found that the old pipe 
covering in · James and Conant 
were of the asbestos type," 
Foster said, "but it's· not 
something · we'll take out 
tomorrow.'' 
Lincoln said he didn't suggest 
removal of th~ pipe covering. 
"Asbestos is stable when wrap-
ped or sealed,'' he said. 
Foster said Lincoln's visit was 
"a continuing assessment if 
training us and guiding us to an 
asbestos survey on campus.'' 
"It was a casual thing," Foster 
said, "gearing us up and walking 
us.· through exposure 
assessment.'' 
Although no serious concen-
' trations. of asbestos have been 
found at UNH, Lincoln is not 
treating the matter lightly. 
"I look at it as a · health 
hazard," he said. "There's some 
concern and we can't ignore it. 
When it comes to renovation of. 
dorms, people will · have to be· 
aware that its asbestos material 
they're working with. They can't 
treat it as plaster." · 
Foster said the next step is con-
tinuing the process of evaluation 
and information. 
,.'Right now, we're still 
gathering information,'' he said. 
Foster and Sanders plan to do a 
building by building room by 
room survey on campus to 





. continued from page 3 
have to be some action taken " 
Johansen said. "We're in the 
middle of it, aND WE'VE BEF.N 
talking with the Boston EPA 
(Environmental Protection 
Agency) to help us identify a 
identify a 'means of dealing & eith 
it. I'm convinced some action · 
The New Hampshire 
needs typists to work 
• • 1n our composing room. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 60 w.p.rn. 
or better, and a ~chedu)e which allows 
for work hours 
between 9 p.m. and 2 a.m. 
Thursday nights and Friday mornings. 
Stop by our offices 
at 151 MUB 
, \ 
I 
Ask for Tom or Dana 
the new hampshire 
I' ' ' .. ~. 
will be taken, probably encap-
sulation of the materials:'' wear respirators.'' 
He said he expects action to be Sorensen said UMass's 
taken soon. I program hasn't · cost much, 
"We'll start action as soon as because of an "awareness" 
we can pin down what cncap- program his office had to make 
sulation material will work," people on the Amherst campus 
Johansen said. "If we go off half- aware of asbestos. 
cocked, we can cause more "People are so aware here," he 
damage. I expect, during said, "if they see a frayed pipe 
Christmas break, we might be covering, they call us.'' 
doing work in residence halls. Sorensen said the exposure 
"Our basic concern is health," rate at UMass ·· is "very, very 
he said. "We really don't have a minimal," but tests were run 
real health problem and we want recently on plumbers working on 
to keep it that way." the campus to see if any fibers 
Other state . universities have had lodged in their lungs. None 
varying degrees of asbestos on had, Sorensen said. · 
their campuses.,,.... The University of Vermont 
Alfred Sorensen, Health and doesn't have a major problem . 
Safety Officer at the University with asbestos exposure to its 
of Massachusetts at Amherst, students, faculty and staff, ac-
said more than 90 percent of the cording to Wilbur Newton the 
buildings on campus have director of physical plant. 
asbestos in their heating pipes. "We're fortunate in having a 
He said his offica surveyed all minimum number of buildings 
buildings on campus. with asbestos ceilings," Newton 
"We gave classes to people who said. "The bulk of the stuff 
might be working with asbestos, (asbestos) is in our heating 
such as mechanics and steamfit- system." 
ters," Sorensen said. "When ·Newtonm said previously plan-
people worked. with it; they took ned renovations in the heating 
samples to keep the exposure system would take care of any 
below OSHA's (Occupational problem. 
Safety abd Health Ad- "As we renovate our heating 
ministration) recommended systerµ, we'll be removing the 
leve~s. We haven't had any real asbestos," Newton said. 
problems. We recommend people Officials at the University of 
to seal off ends of exposed pipes, Rhode Island at Kingston and at 
and if they work with the pipes, to Boston University said . surveys 
wet them ·down to keep the fibers had been made ·on their cam-
from getting airborne. If they puses, and no asbestos problems 
can't keep them wet. then they were found in the buildings. 
~}'-.- . . . _, , _. I . 
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PATTY LARKIN BAND 
Good time folk-rock $1.00 
------------5~~~1-----------~ 
BILL MORRISSEY 
and DAVID MASSENGILL ---------------------------·-
coming Nov. 18 
BUCK WHITE 
and THE DOWN HOME FOLKS 
THE CAT NIP PUB 
Happy Hours Daily 4-7 
Lunches 11: 30-2: 00 
Dinner 4: 30-9: 30 
SundaY-B rune hes 11 : 30-3: 00 
YOU'VE TRIED THE REST, 
NOW TRY THE BEST 
PIZZA IN TOWN! 
43 Main St., Durham 868-9691 
Hours -11:30-1 a.m. 
Karl at 15: serving jokes and cheeseburgers 
By Jody Levine 
Sunday night the cheese slicer 
broke: 
When Karl's cheese slicer 
breaks, his successful little fast 
food business comes to a stan-
dstill. 
So Karl asked one of his many 
customers to · borrow another 
cheese slicer for him. His 
customer obliged, without 
question, getting one from his 
dorm. Karl's customers are 
devoted to him. 
Karl· Krecklow, 31,. has been 
selling subs, sandwiches, drinks 
and french fries to UNH students 
for 15 years. He parks his mobile 
kitchen in front of Devine Hall 
every night and his customers 
come from all over campus. 
In Karl's small kitchen 
everything operates at once. A 
pot of hot dogs simmers on the 
stove, several grinders warm in 
the microwave oven over the 
stove, and Karl stands over the 
broiler near the opposite wall, 
flipping a steak. 
A collection of paper bags, 
plastic containers, hamburger 
wrappers and plastic baggies 
rest in one corner of the kitchen. 
Karl reached into it for a bag, 
. while taking the next order. 
''What'll it be,'' he asked. 
The customer ordered a soda 
called ''Wink.'' 
"Oh that's good stuff " said 
Karl. "'Now you're talking: boy." 
Karl said ·he likes his job and 
doesn't mind working alone. He 
jokes with his customers constan-
tly. 
·"1 used to have a kid from 
Randall help me, two years back, 
but ·he graduated," he said. 
"Anyway, I only did it as a favor 
to him because ·his girl friend 
wouldn't go out with him Qn 
weekends. I gave hima dollar an 
hour and all the cheeseburgers he 
could eat." 
Karl stays in high spirits while 
he works, which isn't an easy 
task. He starts at 7 p.m. and stops 
serving when the customers stop 
coming. He remembered one 
·night when he stayed open until 
5:15a.m. 
Outside, at the order window, 
people ·une up. The line starts 
almost as soon as Karl finishes 
setting up at 7 p.m. 
Karl works all alone, 
memorizing the orders and doing 
the cooking. 
Karl said he doesn't think his 
wife and two children like him 
working seventy hours a week, 
but they're used to it. 
The never ending line at Karl's. (Jonathan Blake photo) 
"I usually work on six or seven 
orders at a time," he said. 
He said he is too busy to take 
ftnwn orders on oaoer. .. 
"I was working before I met 
my wife. She kn~w what she was 
getting into,'' he ·said. Karl and 
his family live in Dover. · 
Karl started workina for his 
older brother ·Fritz when he was 
16. They worked on Main Street 
where the Tin · Palace is now. 
When Karl decided he wanted to 
work on his ·own, he got a license 
from the state and move it to the 
quad. Frtiz also· works on his 
own, selling from a camper, 
across from Stoke Hall. 
Karl fiddled with his newly-
acquired cheese slicer. 
"Now I'll see what I can do, 
strange and exotic," he said. Af-
ter a few seconds he picked up a 
huge slice of cheese. 
''Wow,'' he shouted. 
Karl gets good results, as with 
his new mobile kitchen, which he 
built. It cost him about $15,000 
and he spent most of last summer 
building it at his home in Dover. 
Karl designed it to be big 
enough for cheeseburger eaters 
to fit in the small area in the 
back. This way they could keep 
dry on rainy nights: zhis 
customers know there is another 
reason. 
''He always lets a few people in 
back here because he likes to 
have people to talk to," said 
Brett, a student from Randall 
Hall. 
Before he built his Ford he 
worked out of a 1962 Chevy· van. 
Karl said his van was in very bad 
shape by the time he got ridQf it. · 
"That's in Boston in the 
Museum of Science,'' he said. 
"They're trying to figure out how 
it ran for so lonJl. '' 
KARL'S, page 22 
Karl's glossary 
A partial list of the ordering terms used cit Karl's, a con-
tribution to American slang: 
cJams-french fries 
oysters-onion rings 
the works-to put everything on anything 
ringworms-cheeseburgers · 
stain-an orange soda 
naked dog-a hot dog'::: . ~:: ~ ~ with nothing 
dog straight up-a hot dog with. everything on it 
· rag on the side-extra ketchup 
.;weep the floor-the works 
features, 
etc. · 
New Hamps~ire Symphony 
Kim Billings _in cooperation with ~ew Ham- form its American premiere of 
• • 
lS a first at UNH 
THe UNH Celebrity Series will pshire Public Television (Chan- Anton Bruckner's Symphonie No. 
generate a number of firsts next nel 11) to produce a televised 4 in E-Flat major ("The Roman-
Thrusdayevening. program of the Symphony's per- tic.") 
For the first time it will bring formance being held in the John- "THe Romantic" is the original 
the New Hampshire Symphony to son Theater on November 15. version of Bruckner's symphony. 
the UNH campus. For" the first time, the New It has never been performed in 
For the first time it weill work Ham · hire Symphony will per- the United States. 
The New Hampshire Symphony will perform next Thursday night at the Johnson Theater. · 
I 
It should be quite an evemng. 
According to Anne Cochran, 
Assistant Director of Student Ac-
tivities, they have been preparing 
for the Symphony's visit since 
last August. 
It's been a cooperative effort in 
everyone's part," she said. 
Alan Foster, producer for New 
Hampshire Public Television, 
agreed. · 
"There were a lot of different 
groups working to put one show 
together," he said. "It's great-
there have been no foul-ups. 
Communication has been excep-
tional." 
The New Hampshire Sym-
phony originated in the autumn of 
1974, when James Bolle, director 
of the Monadnock Music summer 
series, got together a group of 
musicians in the Manchester 
area. 
Bolle has been the conductor 
and music director since the or-
chestra's inception. 
The New Hampshire Sym-
phony is the resdient orchestra of 
the New Hampshire Performing 
Arts Center at the Palace 
Theater in Manchester. 
Stephanie Brown is the ·; 
featured solo pianist at the per-
formance next Thrusday. She 
was named the first recipient of 
the Mortimer Levitt Career 
Development Award for Women 
Artists in 1978. 
The program will inculde six 
waltzes (1811) by Johann Hum-
mel; Piano Conerto No. 1 in G 
mmor, Op. 25, by Felix Men-
delsohn; and · Symphonic 
Variations for ·Piano· and Or-
chestra, by Cesar Auguste Fran-
ck. 
According to both . ,cochran and 
Foster, the Johnson Theater will 
undergo some changes to ac-
comodate the addition of the 
televison cameras. · 
"You think of a theater as 
having a sufficient quantity of 
lights," Foster said. "But we're 
going to bring in at least double 
the amount that there is now." 
He was quick to point out that 
the extra lights would not inter-
fere with the audience's concen-
tration. 
"You won't see much chrome 
on stage either,'' he continued. 
"Chrome is murder for tv to 
shoot." All the chrome on the 
chairs will be dressed in blue 
mystic tape to match the colo& of 
the chair. 
Cochran stresses that people 
should arrive early. "The per-
formance will start at exactly 
eight," she said. "If people come 
late, they will ·have to wait until 
the conclusion of the six waltzez. 
That should be about eight 
minutes." 
"Other than that, we anticipate 
no problems with interference,'' 
she continued. "We've been 
planning long enough so 
everything should go quite 
smoothly." 
Tickets are still on sale at the 
MUB ticket office or call 862-2290. 
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Kennedy Library evokes • memories o Camelot 
By Christina Chant 
Sixteen years ago this Novem-
ber, I saw ·my Dad cry. My Mom 
was crying ·too. We had just 
moved into a new house and were 
sitting on boxes watching a 
parade on television. I was being 
hushed still. 
It is my only recollection of my 
Dad crying, a·nd my only eyewit-
ness experience of John· F: Ken-
nedy. It was his funeral we were 
watching. 
Like the chills that creep up a 
spine when hearing an old, 
forgotten song, there is an in-
volnnt..::. rv lnmn that sticks to my 
tl!!'Q~~ wh~nJJ~~~~!tQ.l.Q.Wm clip 
or hear that thick Boston accent.-
I spent this past Sunday with a 
lump in my throat, when I visited 
the Kennedy Library in Dor-
bridge , Massachusetts. The 
goosebumps that would stay with 
me all day, sprouted as we ap-
proached the building. 
The structure itself is a fron-
tier. Designed by architect I.M. 
Pei, the building looks across the 
harbor to Boston. 
Two sides of the eight story 
edifice are glass. Outside one 
window, Kennedy's sailboat, 
"Victura," is docked, stern first 
towards Boston. 
In congruence with the ex-
terior, the interior of the Kennedy 
Library reflects the style and 
polish of its subject. 
In the center of the library is 
the President's desk, and rocking 
chair. It remains as it stood six-
teen years ago in the White 
House; A picture of Caroline and 
John, Jr., a piece of scrimshaw, 
and the coconut shell on which 
Kennedy scribbled the S.O.S. 
note that saved the lives of the PT 
109 crew, are· among the bits of 
memorabilia found on the desk. 
Facing each side of the desk is 
a wall sized photograph framed 
by an archway. To the north, of 
the desk - is Kennedy's 
Inauguration; to the east, 
Caroline and John-John play .in 
the Oval office; to the south, · the 
President is silhouetted, standing 
at his desk, and to the west Jack 
and brother Bobby share a 
moment together. 
These four images act as titles 
for the exhibit areas found lbehind 
them. Behind ·the Inauguration 
photo a time line traces both 
historical events and events in 
the lives of the Kennedy family. 
The time line begins in 1840 
with the immigration of JFK's 
great-grandparents from Ire-
land. It meanders above old re-
port cards, letters and photos, 
accompanied by the voice of Rose 
Kennedy telling stories about 
raising her family. _ 
"Teddy, at six years ... " a 
woman ponders an old photo. "He 
looks the same, doesn't he? His 
face hasn't changed a bit." 
The history continues through 
JFK's Choate and Harvard days. 
One report card from Choate 
reveals book bill not paid and a 
"D" in history. 
The ·area behind the image of 
Kennedy and his children covers 
the best and the brightest of his 
thousand days. A black woman's 
The Kennedy Library in C.ambridge is a fitting memorial to the slain President and his famlty. 
(Christina Chant photo) 
voice crooning "We Shall Over- voice, joking with the press. nedy's presidency, the Bay of 
come" mingled with Kenned 's Exhibits dealing with civil rights, Pigs, the Cuban Missle Crisis and 
the peace corps and the space , the beginnings of Vietnam, oc-
program are the focus of this sec- cupy the area behind the photo of 
tion. the silhouetted President. 
"There is that Kennedy clip- Red eyed visitors emerge from 
ping we saved,'' a woman points the section dealing with Robert 
out to her husband. Kennedy. It is by far the most 
"Yes," he replies, "It brings it emotional exhibit in the library. 
all back, doesn't it?" The film shown here is quite 
More than 15,000 presents were moving. 
given to President Kennedy and It spans the political life of 
his wife during his · ad- Robert Kennedy, hinting at a 
ministration. Remnants of the seed of possible greatness that 
original Betsy Ross flag, a 400 was never allowed to flower. 
year-old map of Ireland, pre- In the final scene of the film, 
Columbian jewelry, Waterford Kennedy and his children play 
Crystal, a silver gilt cigar touch · football. While Bobby 
humidor given to Kennedy by scrambles with his children on 
Premier Khruschev, and a bowl film, the choked voice of brother 
make of popscicle sticks and nuts Teddy cracks with the now 
made by a Girl Scout troop familiar eulogy: "He should sim-
are among the gifts on display. ply be remembered as a good and 
There is a section dedicated to decent man, who saw wrong and 
the arts which flourished· during tried to right it, saw suffering and 
. . . . . .. the Camelot days at the White tried to heat it, saw war and tried 
·""'"''""""-""""'·"··""'-\\11'·"'* · H to st · t '' 
A visitor is silhouetted in froni of one of the many historic pictures at the ~ibrary · ~~:· darker aspects of Ken- JFK'L1iiRARY age 22 __ .. __ _ 
!!m;m;m;~;~ Loose Change by Joel Brow n.;~~~~~;~~~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~~~~~@m~~~~~~~~~~~~m;~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~f ~~~mm~mm~;~;~;~;;;~;~;;;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;f ;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;I~;~;~;~;;;if ;~;~;~~~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~t;~;~;:;:~:;~;:;:;:;:;~;~;~;~;t~;~;~;~;~;~;~ 
''Dateline Washington: President Thomson said today ••• " 
Washington, D.C.: At his inauguration foreign policy. Washington, D.C.: Presdient Meldrim Thom-
today, President Meldrim Thompson pledged his Washington, D.C.: Presdient Meldrim Thom- son yesterda)t. ordered the jailings of Bob Dylan, 
support for truth, justice, nuclear power, white son shot and killed five anti-nuclear demon- Jack Thomas, The Talking Heads, cartoonist D.B. 
sovereignty and the American way. As a symbol strators and one bystander outside the White Johnson, the entire University of New Hampshire, 
of his committment to those ideals, the assembled House gates this morning, claiming executive The Boston Golbe, Gloria Steinem, Lillian Car-
Supreme Court justices, other dignitaries, and privilege. According to Press Secretary Peter ter, Jane Fonda, and Gov. Jerry Brown. 
5000 citizen guests from the John Birch $ociety Thomson, the bystander was shot because he was At a White House ceremony after the announ-
each received a gallon of Thompson's Orford a "known homo." cement of the arrests, Thomson burnt the State of 
maple syrup and a loaded .45 caliber automatic Washington, D.C.: Soviet Premier Leonid California in effigy, lighting the bonfire with a 
pistol. Brehznev died of a heart attack at Dulles Inter- copy of the Equal Rights amendment that had 
Dozens of fatalities were reported in the ensuing national Airport this morning, when President been soaked in gasoline ... 
melee. Senator Edward Kennedy and ex-President Meldrim Thomson greeted him at his plane with Washington, D.C.: President Meldrim Thom-
Jimmy Carter were reportedly seeking political the "business end" of an M-16 automatic rifle, and son declared war on the Soviet Union, the People's 
asylum in Canada. . . told Brehznev that "the safety is off and the bullets Republic of China, Bulgaria and the rest of the 
Washington, D.C.: Presdient Thomson an- are real." This was part of Thomson's new "Get communist bloc this morning, indicating he will 
nounced his anti-inflation program today, with Tough" policy toward the communist nations. ujse nuclear weapons to wipe the Marxist iseology 
the major points including deportation of the poor Washington, D.C.: Presdient Meldrim Thom- from the face of the earth. 
to Taiwan, where they would be given factory son today admitted that Air Force B-52s had been Secretary of State Loeb had no intelligible, non-
jobs . . . . making hundreds of secret bombing runs over the obscene comment. 
Washington, D.C.: President Meldrim Thom- "luxurious" ghettos of Soweto. "I bet it ain't no Washington, D.C.: The Washington Union-
son signed his first executive order today, secret to them Sowetans," Thomson laughed. Leader reported in a copyrighted story this mor-
authorizing. strip mining of "that great white Washington, D.C.: Presdient Meldrim Thom- ning that Presdient Meldrim Thomson was over-
elephant, the Grand Canyon." .son committed five thopusand Marine "advisors" thrown last night in a coup d'etat led by Secretary 
Included in the order was a provision reap- today to the South African government's "police of State William Loeb and Attorney General 
propriating funds earmarked for Cambodian action" against black insurgents . . . Thomas Rath, who said in a joint statement: 
refugees for subsidies for the oil companies in- Washington, D.C. : President Meldrim Thom-- Thomson's instability is destroying everything the 
valved in such exploration. son today ordered that the Statue of Liberty be administration has bulit in the past four years." 
South Africa: Secretary of State William Loeb returned to France. Thomson brushed past repor- Reports that a tactical neutron bomb had been 
continued his shuttle diplomacy between Johan- ters as he left the White House for his home in Or- exploded over Pennsylvania Avenue in an attempt 
nesburg and Soweto today, amid rumors that he ford, refusing to answer questions except with the to drive back the insurgent forces are unconfirmed· 
rn~~~m~j\t,;mm~~jt~~J~gj~am~~~mijr~;~i@®~:if ~l\~ilir~i~n~t~~~f:tf:~\~,i~m;&~r~=~t~ti=r~~i;~~~~=~=~=rn:rnt=tit~::=:t=~m=1::=i=~MfilM1ifa=;=~~i;if;';'m1~ij{~%~wJ=iw~mitiim1@IItt 
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UNH Galleries present a study in self-portraits 
By Kim Billings 
It's a contemporary tendency," 
Effie Malley said, ''for the artist 
to fight the camera's literalism." 
She was referring to the majority 
of the seventy self-portraits in the 
University Gallery's current 
photography exhibit, "Self as 
Subject,'' at the Paul Creative 
Arts Center. 
''Traditionally, the · 
photographer shhots-directly into 
a mirror, capturing the reflection 
of the artist," Gallery Asistant 
Mallev said. ''This is best seen in 
photographs by Lote Jacobi and uncter the ctirectum of ~me 
Imoren Cunningham." Malley, in ·cooperation with 
According to Malley, modern Richard Merritt, associate 
photographers are fighting that professor of the arts. 
tradition. THe exhibit will be at the 
THey accomplish this by cap- University Galleries until 
tuitng theirimage in a shadow, in December 13. THe various 
a fragment of their bosy, blurring photographs were contributed by 
themselves, using double images, the Modern Museum of Art in 
or taking a series of photographs New York, commercial galleries, 
to create a particular sequence, and by the artists themselves. 
she said. ult - shows a progrssion in 
The exhibit is a collection of photography," said Malley, 
photographs collected from the ''from the traditional.image in -a 
past fifty years, and -was set up mirror to the modern artist 
1 fighting that self-introspection." 
"Photography students or 
anyone interested in photography 
should see it, ·she continued. 
"There are sonie great teaching 
techniques." 
Some of the photgraphs, such 
as those by Jim Haberman, are 
hand-toned, in which a black and 
white picture is colored with oil 
paints. 
Another technique is 
mutilating the print. "Lucas 
Samarus is ·a good example of 
this," said Malley. "He scratches 
the surface of a· picture with a 
sharp object, · such as a nail file, 
before the emulsion completely 
hardens. It affects the image 
profoundly.'' Samarus' 
photographs; showing a color-
fully blurred image of a person 
standing in · his kitchen, can be 
seen· at the exhibit. 
Many of the artists accom-
pany their art with a handwritten 
text. Photographer- Lee 
Friedlander best described the 
art of photography in his in-
troduction to "Self-Portrait." 
A self-portrait by photographer Melissa Shook. 
"The camera, he wrote, "is not 
merely a reflect~g pool and t~e 
~ii-pon1·a:11. ~•tb graudcniadren ma funhouse, I9aa, by Imogen 
Cunningham. 
p~otograp~s are not exactly the photographic moment which is -
mirror, ~irror on .the wall that very simple and complete." 
speaks with a twisted tongue. Like Fried Lander's . 
Witness is borne and puzzles photographic moment, "Self as 
come together at the ·Subject" is simple and complete. 
Dr. lronson lectures on ~eing out-of-body 
By Andy Fields 
Suppose you return to your 
dorm after studying late Sunday 
night at the library. You've been 
memorizing structures of every 
organic carbohydrate and liquid 
from A to Z since Friday night: 
You've got a midterm· tomorrow 
and another in German on 
Tuesday. 
"We have a couple of six packs, 
do you want a beer?" a friend 
asks. · · 
You have an 8 a.m. class, but 
have one or two beers to relax 
before going to bed. Lying in bed, 
you doze a bit, · but · can't fall 
asleep. Your body feels relaxed, 
but definite · articles and 
hydrogen bonds ·wrestle in your 
head. You begin to sense your 
body vibrating, and a sound, -uke 
gusting wind, rushing in- your 
ears. 
Suddenly, you feel that you have 
gotten out of bed. When ·you look 
back, however, · you see yourself 
still lying there-. Stricken with 
fear, you try to scream but can't 
make · a sound. You feel a thud 
and have returned to your placid 
body . . 
The next morning, you tell a 
friend about your funny dream. 
He satys that you · had an 
hallucination. When you talk to 
your mother, she says-that if you 
drank milk instead of beer. then 
Dr. Dale -Ironson discussed _ out-of-b y experiences over the . 
weekend in the MUB. (Jonathan Blake photo) 
you wouldn't have nightmares. 
After a few days you forget about 
it. 
Dr. Dale Ironson, a professor of 
psychology who teaches 
parapysychology at Franklin 
Pierce College -says that ex-
periences Ike this occur to many 
people and, often, spon·-
taneously. They can happen to 
anybody; he said-. 
: . - "They might sense that their 
bodies are vibrating, or hear a 
rushing sound in their ears," he 
said. A student told me that after 
a long day of classes, he liked to 
take a nap at home. Sometimes, 
before he fell asleep, he'd feel 
·himself get out of bed. He saw, 
however, that his body was still 
lying on the bed. · ·When he 
became afraid, he returned to his 
body with a thud." , 
Dr. Ironson, · a guest speaker 
sponsored by the Parap-
sychoology Club, described this 
account to_ a group of curious per-
sons Friday night in the 
Hillsborough Room of the 
Memorial Union Building. In an 
informal question-answer lec-
ture, the amiable Ironson told of 
several reports of out-of-body ex-
periences, and spoke of recent· 
results from experimental 
research. He also spoke on the 
implications of out-of-body ex-
periences influence on people's 
lives. 
"If it changes a person's life or 
outlook on death, then it's power-
ful,'' he said. Tpey usually do, 
he said. 
Ironson is among a growing 
number of psychics, 
psychologists and scientists who 
study parapsychological events 
(psi) like ESP, psychokinesis, 
and particularly out--0f-body ex-
periences (OBEs). He has a 
Ph.D. in clinical psychology and 
wrote his dissertaiton on OBEs. · 
Ironson·said the origin of his in-
terests in meditaion and Psi was 
innate. He· is curious about 
OBEs, when they happen, how it 
affecxts an individual's per-
sonality, how one should under-
stand and deal with these · ex-
periences, and ho:w one controls 
OBE. "When something weird 
happens on campus, I'm the fir~t 
to hear about it," he said, 
smiling, as he opened the lecture. 
Reading from a paper he wrote 
for a magazine, he disclosed the 
conditions when OBEs will occur. 
They frequently occur when your 
- . 
in an altered state of con-
sciousness, for instance, during 
physical relazation bvefore sleep, 
or -during particular dream-
states, he said. Individuals who 
have done meditaiton for many 
years can obtain the same con-
scious state that induces OBE in 
others unintentionally. 
However, Ironson -said one is 
equally susceptible during the 
waking states. People have 
reported experiencing OBEs 
during ordinary day-to-day ac-
tivities, like riding-a motocycle or 
eating breakfast. Acute stress, 
like anxiety over exams, can in-
duce stress spontaneously. Also, 
patients, who are · under 
anesthesia, reported that they 
have passed out of their bodies 
and watched themselves during 
an operation, he said. 
"The best way · to have an 
OBE," Ironson said, "is to almsot 
die." Revived accident victims 
are often strong believers of 
OBEs. 
For the longest time, case 
reports were the only evidences 
supporting OBE, Ironson said. 
Parapsychological events are 
recorded in the writing of 
primitive cultures, the Bible, and 
diaries, and anthropologists 
describe the ·roles of individuals 
they call shamans who are 'com- · 
mon to many different tribal 
cultures. 
In ''The Roots of Con-
sciousness'', Robert Mishlove 
writes: "The leader in such prac-
tices and rituals was a kind of 
medicine man-priest-
psychia trist-teacher-phrophet. .. 
It was he who mediated between 
the inner life of the tribe and their 
external affairs." 
Now, Ironson said, some 
laboratories can validate OBE 
events. 
There are many different 
descriptions of what -happens 
during OBEs, Ironson explained. 
A person's ~rai_n wave pattern is 
unique, and where one goes to 
when one · 1eaves his physical 
body is dictated by what's on 
one,_s mind at the time. 
"If you're thinking about a 
freind -in California, you'd be 
there,'' he said. 
During an OBE, people say that 
they sense their body vibrating, 
hear a rushing sound in their ear-
s, or feel exhilarated, powerful 
andfree, according to Ironson. 
Some sense that they are coming 
out of long dark tunnel. Some 
people give accurate descriptions 
of places or people during OBEs, 
but many can't. Likewise, some 
people can induce an OBE, while 
most person's experiences are 
completely unintentional, Iron-
son said. 
"We · all have the ability to 
astrally project,'' Ironson said~ 
"but we tend to block it because 
we don't believe it." 
Whether to induce an OBE or 
not, is an issue. lronson feels that 
he could induce an OBE if he -
needed to, but prefers that it oc-
cur- naturally. He described 
OBEs as being two kinds of ex-
periences: pleasant · or un-
pleasant. The first occurs 
naturally, but an OBE that is for-
ced may-be unpleasant, he said. 
While Ironson doesn't ignore 
the scientific approaches to un-
derstanding OBE, he prefers to 
delve into the spiritual needs of 
OBErs. 
"Science doesn't always neet 
peoples needs," he said: "How 
can you use parapsychological 
events in your daily life? What's 
a better way to enlighten your-
self. How does OBEs change a 
persons concept of reality?'' 
"We live our lives in fear of 
death, getting old, and not having \ 
enough time," he said. "people 
who have experienced an OBE ~Q_ 
longer Tear aeatn.They become 
convinced that they -can live 
without -their physical bodies. 
Essentially, they believe in life 
after death. They feel peaceful, 
at ease, a 'oneness'. They have 
better personal relationships." 
Some OBErs, however, don't 
accept their experience. 
OBE,page6 
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f'allery--------------------------------- of the terms from· hearing them ____ _..,. ver and over. 
- ''These goofballs in line made 
An abandoned railroad statfon in Newfields. (Bob Bauer photo) 
Karl's crazies all the time. They're all nuts, you know." Outside was the 
KARL'S seemingly undiminisha:ble line. 
Sunday-nights are not the only 
continued from page 19 busy nights at Karl's. -
Karl talks ·with all his "Tuesday nights, the weekends 
customers, about hockey games, start and l don't get out of here 
the bike marathon _ in the quad too early," -he said. The only 
and all the events that he hears things that slow Karl's business 
them talking about. He even are rain and hockey games. 
knows a few students by name. Karl doesn't think that Burger 
"The ones that stick around King is ·a threat. "I feel anybody 
over the years," he said. "Same -can go to Burger King all ov~r t_!ie 
up the codes," said Karl, handing 
out the food. - -
- But, the-codes add intrigue to 
Karl's popularity. His customers 
keep coming back. 
"It's not very often that there 
isn't someone standing out 
there," he said. 
JFK library 
JFK LIBRARY 
continued froin page 20 
Noticably missing from the 
memorial -are pictures of the 
assassination and funeral. 
Nowhere in the thirty minute film 
covering JFK's life, nowhere 
behind the glass casings, are 
there -any visual reminders of 
thatday. -
"This library is a celebration of 
life," said staff member Phyllis 
DiMarzo: "It is a celebration of 
American politics and a 
celebration of a life dedicated to 
those politics.'' 
DiMarzo, "being the only staff 
member over thirty feels lucky to 
have been chosen to the Kennedy 
Lihrarv staff. Out of more than 
three hundred or more appli-
cants, fourteen became staff. 
-- '
111 have -a: -general interest in 
the Kennedys and I kiss the blar-
ney stone everyday." DiMarzo 
said. -
Kevin Connor, a graduate of 
Washington and Lee ·college, 
U t but not anyone Ca me and i·t seemed li"ke i"t seemed li"ke feels his experience working on 
hcoeren. f,Y ' n co past political compaigns might a good place to be,'' he said. One 
Sandy from Devine has her own of his-customers replied, "Yeah, have helped ,him get the staffing 
f · K l' "I, · h · 1 · h ?" jobattheLibrary. reasons or eatmg at ar s. t s wit 270 gir s, rig t. "It's a lot of fun, bopping 
a good place to come when I'm ''Cheeseburger through the 
studying for tests late, instead of garden," someone yelled. ~ro~d and answering--q1iesf: 
hitting the vending machines." Through the garden i_s one of the !?ns. Connor says of his job. 
Karl says he plans to stick terma that make up the special ~nyone who has ·ever had any-
around for · another ten years. He language spoken between Karl thmg to do with the Kennedys 
likes the area and makes 300 and his customers. It tells Karl to wants to make sure we 1Uiuw 
dollars a week. cram as much of every vegetable about it. Today, for example, a 
"The reason I moved down he can find onto whatever is or- man told me he once moved fur-
here was they'd just _?~It Devine dered. Karl learned the meanings JFK LIBRARY, page 13 
:····················································~ 
! THE DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENTIAL ! 
I LIFE ANNOUNCES: ! 
I OPENINGS FOR THE POSITION OF ! 
! RESIDENT ASSISTANT FOR SEMESTER II. ! 
• • • · Excellent opportunity -to develop and apply skills in • • • • peer counseling, group dynamics, communi.ty • 
: development, conflict management, male/female : 
: dynamics,&leadership through a variety of training : 
: programs and"on the job" experience. : 
: BENEFITS: Single room and $400.00 annually towards Board. : 
• • : REQUIREMENTS: 2.5 minimum Grade Point Average : 
e Demonstrated abilities in leadership & working e 
: with student groups. : 
. : Applications are available at the Area Community Desks : 
• Area I - Stoke Hall • 
• Area II- Devine Hall • 
• Area III- Christenen Hall • 
: Any questions can be di r9cted to Gigi Simeone • · 
· e Area II coordin_a tor, 2-2721 , in 28 l . : 
e , ·· Devme Hall , ~ t • , , • • , • , • • • e , ...................................................... . 
l - -




continued from page 4 
-Dispose of beer cans and 
bottles in receptacles. When 
driving don't toss cans and 
bottles out the car window but 
wait to properly dispose of them. 
beyond the date of the function or University received $1,000 first 
whatever. place award money which 
-Save newspapers, including President Eugene Mills used to 
The New Hampshire. Use them purchase new trees for the 
with ammonia and water solution campus." . 
to Clean glass. This works better Dozier said he hopes this spring 
than paper towels. Recycle them. something like the clean-up could 
Burn them in your fireplace. be done again but this time 
.YO.UNG . . 
.Fine Arts Galle,.Y 
Fine palrtlngs, Hogarth 
engravings, Spy prints, topographic 
architectural, & more. 
-Secure signs and posters 
properly so that they are not 
blown off by the wind and remove 
them after they've served their 
purpos_e; do not leave them up 
"When bringing a large group concentrate on the campus area. 
of people together in a con- Dozier said anyone concerned 
tingency, group dynamics are at about the problem should stop by 
work. Pride is lost. At our own and see him or drop him a note. 
homes we have pride in ap- He can be found on the second 
pearance. floor of the service building off 
"If we all showed a little more College Road. 
visible signs of caring about the "If one person a day picked up 
place we live, work or play in" one-piece of litter we could clean 
Dozier said, "UNH would really .. up the campus. 
Cwtom picture framing 
Consignments now 
being accepted fot: 
future art auctions 
Art Appraisals 
be an idyllic place. It would be "Look at it like this," Dozier 
clean, healthy and invigorating said. ''There's a half liter of wine 112 Penhollow St. 
not to see trees draped with toilet for this week-end or a gallon of Portsmouth, NH 
Monday--by chance 
Tuesday-Saturday--10 a.m.-op.m!· 
Friday--1 O a.m.-8 p.m. · ~ : · paper. Or side walks strewn with gas for my car - every dollar (603) 436-8773 
gum wrappers, parking lots with spent on trash." 
beer bottles. • . . • . . . · ....••.••..•••••..••••••..•...... · · · · • · • • · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. · • · • • · · ··· · · · · · · · · · · 
"Two years ago about 300 : 
students won first prize in the co- : 
sponsored, ABC-Budweiser : 
Pitch-In, picking up litter along : 
the entire New Hampshire : 
coastline." Dozier said. ~'The : 
Dec. '79 and May '80 Grads1 
DISCOVER 
. ~~~RUTGERS . 
THE STATE UNIVERSITY 
OF NEW JERSEY 
Visit with our representative 
DATE: 
TIME: 
Friday, November 16, 1979 
9:00 a.m. 
9-12 
This is the last week 
to make an appointment 
to have you senior 
portrait taken 
Sign-ups now.! Rm.125 




PLACE: Career Planning & Placement ~ ....................................................................................................... ; 
Huddleston Hall 
Rutgers, a major research university, of-
fers nearly 240 degree programs through 
eleven graduate and professional schools. 
Currently, over 13,000 students are en-
rol led fn master's, specialist, and doctoral 
level study at New Brunswick-Piscataway, 
Newark, and Cam.den. The university 
makes available numerous assistantships, 





1 Orchard St. Dover, NH 
749-3636 
Dining room 11 a.m. to 1 Op.m. 
Lounge 11·a.m. until legal closing 
open 7 days 
Sunday footbal crowd free hors d'ourves 1-4 
Monday night football gang free hors d'our_ves 7-10 
Enjoy fine food, drink 
and entertainment in the company 
of good friends 
Entertainment 
~Gcumt~ Wed. 11 /7 Cormac McCarthy 
Reevatim~fB9B:l (fo~k) • 
· · Thurs. 11 /8 Russel Rice Review 
(Folk) 
, Fri. 11 /9 White. Mountain Exp~ess 
(Roel<) 
Dancing 
~~- ~-; ~. ~ "Enjoy yourselves in our sister 
_ · . restaurant 
~~if"- Suzelle's Rt.·16 Somersworth 
~. ::;.,, · 
Before you graduate from college! Because now, you can com-
bine service in the Army Reserve or National Guard with Army 
ROTC. It's called the Simultaneous Membership Program (SMP). 
And, depending on your academic year when you enter, SMP. 
can help you earn over $6,500. 
Here's how it works. If you qualify and a vacancy is available, 
you become a member of an Army Reserve or National Guard unit 
as an officer trainee and, at the same time, enroll in the Army 
ROTC advanced course at your college. Your Reserve or Guard 
membership will pay you at the minimum level of Sergeant E-5, and 
you'll receive $100 a month during the regular school year as an 
Army ROTC advanced course cadet. · 
At the end of your second year of advanced ROTC, you'll be 
commissioned a second lieutenant and, assuming there's a vacancy, 
serve with a Guard or Reserve unit while you complete the require-
ments for your college degree. Upon graduation, you may con-
tinue service with a Guard or Reserve unit while pursuing your 
civilian career, or you can, if you prefer, compete for active duty as 
an Army officer. 
So if you'd like to earn over $6,500 while you're still in college, 
get into SMP. Because SMP can help you do it. Y6u can bank on it! 
For f~rther information, contact the Professor of Military 
Science at your school. 
a ·= NATIONAL GUARD
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by Joe Kandra · 
by Joe Kandra 
by Craig White 
collegiate crossword 





1 Struggled for air 
7 "Sound of Music" 
family name 
12 Instruction from . 
Jack Lalanne 
13 Passover book 
1---+---+-~ 17 "A - Born" 
18 Build castles in 
34 35 
the air 
19 Taro root 
20 Efforts 
21 Hurt 
22 Give - (care) 
23 Nebraska Indians 
24 Kind of shoppe 
25 - tennis 
26 Prohibitionists 
27 Madison Avenue 
employees 
1 28 Andy Capp's missis 





30 Like or that_ 
(2 wds.) 
31 Familiar TV profile 
(2 wds.) 
36 Car 
37 Hoopster Archibald 
38 Deer 
39 Thompson or Hawkins 
41 ~ Hruba Ralston 
42 Cocksure 
43 Lay - the line 




45 Sheet music 
notations 
46 New York camp~s 
initials 
47 Trading centers 
48 Part of CPA (abbr . ) 
49 Walk 
51 Part of a printing 
press 
53 Even a score 
(2 wds.) 
54 Play the market 
55 Relative of 
Anopheles 
56 Noah and Wallace 
DOWN 
10 Annual links 
tourneys 
11 "-Joey" 
14 31-Across film 
(4 wds.) 
15 Nitrogen compound 
16 The face that , 
launched 1,000 ships 
20 Pentateuch 
22 - Romeo 
24 Like "To a Skylark" 
26 Dumb be 11 · 
27 " ... exclaim -
drove out of sight" 
29 Ration 
30 Official proceedings 
32 Devastate 
33 Queen of Hearts' 
specialty 
34 Bit of politeness 
35 Tavern inventory 
39 "The Rise of -
1 U.S.O. frequenters Lapham" 
2 Waiting room 40 "Once upon - ... " 
3 31-Across film 41 Its own reward 
(4 wds.) 42 Record protector 
4 Absolve 44 Bleated 
5 Thomas Stearns - . 45 Part of a play 
6 French 'prepositton 47 French miss (abbr.) 
7 31-Across film, 50 Miss Hagen 
"T~e -" 51 Lie 
8 ,Car a~c~ssories 52 Football positions 




continued from page 2 
through that you don't usually 
have time for," Cheryl Wineberg 
commented. "And when I'm not 
thinking, I sing.'' 
Russell Davies is another 
singer and likes to watch the sun 
come up on his 6 to 7 a.m. shift. 
Dave Perry ate a breakfast of 
cornflakes while riding his early-
morning shift on Tuesday. 
Kim and Debbie, who also fill 
early hours, are around the dorm 
mosf of the day to provide riders 
with extra clothes and food, or to 
fill in if an emergency arises. 
The weather has generally 
been good for the bikers, but the 
nights have been cold and have 
brought out mittens hats and 
extra sweaters. 
Kim is optimistic about the 
weather. "We won't stop unless 
there is a blizzard,'' she said. 
Passers-by have been 
generally encouraging to the 
riders. "It's great to have people 
to talk to and to cheer for you,' ' 
Davies said. 
A Durham merchant donated a 
tandem bicycle for Gardner and 
Keller to ride during the final 
hour. 
" People have been sup-
portive," Gardner said. "Except 
Sunday when Englehart saluted 
us with fireworks and smoke 
bombs and someone threw an 
apple at the wheels of the bike.'' 
By Wednesday the Bike-a-thon 
had been surprisingly free of 
problems, considering only two 
bikes are being used. 
The riders had had one flat tire, 
and lost ten seconds when the 
. seat fell off one of the bikes. 
·pi'-.r~A"O~OC:S,. 1 SEE YOUR NAME§
8
· 
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continued from page 2 
Research, and Advertising. 
Speakers gave presentations, 
provided information on how they 
entered their fields on their 
specific backgrounds, and on 
career paths. 
Charles Warden, the dean of. 
the Whittemore School, was also 
present to speak and meet with 
the students. 
''The program provided an op-
portunity for students to meet 
with ,practitioners in the different 
fields of marketing. It gave the 
students the chance to use all of 
the tools of the trade and to see 
the tools in actual use," Jones 
said. 
"The students were able to 
relate the work to their classes 
and to see how what they learn is 
related to their field of 
marketing, "Jones said. 
Two of the M-Day speakers 
were UNH graduates. Ray 
Gravel, assistant manager for 
Osco Drugs, spoke on retailing 
and Patrick H. Gray, .sales 
manager for NAPPCO, spoke on 
sales management. 
"The two UNH alumni really 
enabled the students to become 
aware of their- possibilities, " 
Jones said. "Both of these men 
are success stories and they gave 
the students someone· to identify 
with. 
''As one of the speakers said, 
the key to success is to do or-
dinary things extraordinarily 






3 Suzanne Drive 





Sunday Morning - 10:30 - all 
welconJe-





*MONDAY ... . .. ... . ... Fountain Items 
*TUESDAY ...... . . . Thinny-Thin Items 
"WEDNESDAY . . . .. , p..,-·~ Novelty Items 
"THURSDAY .. . Lo-Yo Frozen Yogurt Items 
"FRIDAY 
*SATURDAY } · .. A Special Design Cake I 
-SUNDAY 
•Please ask us about our Cake Club! 
•Please ask us about group or organizational 
order"S! 
•Please ask us about our Design-A·Cake. 
Let us custom Design·A·Cake tor you! 
•we welcome large orders! 
NO. 7234 
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HE~ L01SA LUCK! WHERE: P''fOLJ 
1'U'i' VOUR l'KEfCHCLOtn:s-AI A U.S. 
POSI OFFICE SIAMP WINPOW? 
1. What is Captain America's secret identity? 
2. What was the last cowboy movie John Wyne died in? 
3. Who played Cairo in "The Maltese Falcom?" 
4. Who originally recorded the song "Black Magic 
Woman?" -
4. Name the only Bugs Bunny cartoon where Bugs dies? 
6. Who w~ President of the United ~tates during the time 
that "Wild, Wild West" took place?" 
7. When was the first Sherlock Holmes movie made? 
8. What was the last time UNH b-eat . UMass in football at 
© Jefferson Communicat ions, Inc. 1979 
Dist ribut ed by C.T.N.Y.N.S. 
_by T. K. Ryan 
Lowell Stadium? What was the score? 
9. What was the name of the Chief's secretary on "Get 
Samrt"? 
10. How many Oz books have ben written? 
Of! (OI aaqv.uv1 (6 l{µaq J.Jo!ivzd v puv a1m a:JUa.tajUO:J 
aa)(UVJ.. al{J HNn aav8 UJ<n al{.L ·rr-n S'V<n a.1o:Js al{J puv 
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.1a1aa·(r JSJJOOlfS alf.L (Z s.1a80.1 aaa15 (I 
P~G,~ ~~ . . . .. " 
Skills? What Skills? 
Learn to identify yours at: 
Determining Your 
Marketa hie Skills 
Thursday, November 15 2:30-4:30 
Hillsboro-Sullivan-MUB 
Career Programs Sponsored by: 
Career Planning & Placement Service 
Counseling and Testing Center 
Liberal Arts Advising Center 
DANCE TO THE MUSIC! 
CROSSFIRE 
Thurs. Nov 8-10:00 pm-12:30 am 
Fri. Nov 9 - 9: 00 pm-12: 30 am 
Sat. Nov 10-9:00 pm-12:30 am 
WILDWOOD 
LOUNGE 
New England Center 
Strafford A venue 
Durham, N.H.. J 
Pub 
PUB 
continued from page 1 
possible explanations for sagging 
Pub attendance, Connors said a 
committee is being formed which 
will look into possible solutions to 
help the floundering Pub stay 
open ne>' · 1emester. Connors also 
said a student survey will be used 
to help Pub officials determine 
what students think of the MUB 
Pub. 
"I think we have a responsibility 
to keep the Pub open,'' Connors 
said. "The MUB Pub used to be a 
great place for meeting· people. 
We want to make it like that 
again." 
If business does not improve 
when the new proposal takes ef-
fect, the Pub may have to close 
next semester, operating only for 
special events, according to San-
born. 
"We really have to finish 
operating the ·pub this semester 
because of the obligatory con-
tracts and overhead costs we 
must pay, regardless," said San-
born. "We'll decide whether the 
Pub will open next semester, 
before Christmas Break.'' 
LOOK: IT'S NATIONAL LAMPOON'S 






100°/° Cotton Warm 
soft plaids or 
heather tone solids 
$15.99 or 2 for $30 
reg. 22.50 
TUBE SOCKS 
3 for $4.99 reg. $2.50 ea 
Alps poly/ cotton 
This issue of National Lampoon contains some pretty 
spicy material. Some people unused to such spicy 
humor had to drink glass after glass of water while 
reading the love issue. 
You can learn alot about all kinds of love from 
the November issue. If you're really ignorant, you can 
learn one hell of a lot. · 
But don't take our word for it. Pick up a copy at 
your bookstore or newsstand today. And if you get 
some kind of a disease, don't blame us. You picked 
up the magazine. It's your fault. 
BOOKBAGS 
$15.99 or 2 for$30. 
TURTLENECKS 
2 for $15.99 
DAYPACKS 
~ Colors: red, navy, 
camel reg. $19 
.ITUARI' .IHAIM.1' Inc . . .."' · . 
! I• 
Eight colors reg. $10 
Shetland crewneck 
SWEATERS 
$19.99 or 2 for $30. 
avallabe In eleven 
luscious colors • 
machine washable reg. $ 20 
Main Street 
Downtown Durham 
next to Week's Restaurant 
10 models to choose from 
Large selection of colors 
Priced from $9.95 to $23 
. From Jansport, Chuck Roast, 
Sierra Designs, Climb High 
Camp Trails 
lllildtrnt55 Croils 
PETTEE BROOK LANE 
DURHAM Tel. 868-5584 
Wilderness Camping, back packin 
and ski tourin e ui ment 
; • j I • I I 
... • ·~ • i\ P /"\ G c·· ~· · · 
·What Do You· Want 
From College? 
College is a time of high 
promise and even greater · 
expectations. 
You eagerly look forward to 
the day when you wi II have 
completed· your ed.ucation 
and are ready to get on with 
_a career in your particular 
field. 
However, ma~y will not be 
ready. . . 
In these highly competitive 
times, young people quite '-
often find that a college edu-
cation is si-mply not enoug_h. 
An inlportant ingredient is 
missing. 
Employers know what it is. 
They look for people trained 
in the human relationships of 
management and in the ex er- · 
cise of responsibili_ty. A_nother 
name for this is leadership. 
Today, many companies ~re 
finding this preferred quality 
among m·en and women who 
are Army ROTC graduates. 
·The reason is basic. 
790EJ~ 
· Job Opportunity? 
Add It To Your Schedule. 
ROTC classes are unique. 
They offer instruction and a 
practical, working kn6wledge. 
of leadership. What you learn 
in Army ROTC trai.ning is 
directly applicable to a civilian 
career: the prirlciples of per-
sonnel management, a ready 
.acceptance of responsibility, 
the desire to achieve, and per- · 
sonat confidence. 
There is a difference in the 
c·ollege graduate who has had 
the benefit of Army ROTC. 
That differ~nce makes you 
Worth more to prospective 
employers. 
ARMY ROTC / 
LEARN WHAT 
ITT AKES TO LEAD 
For More Information Contact: 
Captain Don Fowler 
203 Zais Hall or 2-1078 
< 
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Holt in hospital 
UNH hockey coach Charlie Holt will be sidelined from coaching 
for approximately the next two weeks as he has undergone ex-
ploratory surgery, Wednesday at the Mary Hitchcock Hospital. 
According to assistant sports information director Mike 
Bruckner, Holt entered the hospital on Tuesday. The exploratory 
surgery was called for because doctors were unable to determine 
the cause of his ailment. "They know it's not cancer and it's not 
the heart," said Bruckner, "but that's all they know." 
Soccer coach and assistant coach Bob Kullen will assume head 
coaching duties along with Dave O'Conner in the interim period. 
Ski~rs off to Europe 
Men's ski coach Paul Berton anci two members of the UNH ski 
team will be spending the next two·weeks in the Alps. 
According to Berton, juniors Jeff Nawrocki and Peter Mid-
dleton, h9th slalom and giant slalom skiers, will be the two Wild-
cats making the trip. The trio leaves Saturday for Switzarland to 
ski with the Swiss National B team and will teturn on November 
25. 
"We're not sure we're we'll be skiiing," said Berton, "because 
of the snow conditions, but it will be glacier skiing." Berton noted 
the altitude should be around 12,000 feet. . 
The oppartunity to ski overseas is not a new one for Berton. "I 
have connections·with a coach over there," he said. "I went over 
and skieed in August of '78 and the opportunity has come up again 
to go over." · 
Berton said the two week abscence will not affect the ski team's 
training program. "We'll only be missing seven school days 
because of vacation and Veterans' Day." · 
Taking over Berton in the meantime is women's assistant coach 
Louise Sheldon. 
Tuttle honored 
UNH goalie Gordon Tuttle has been named the co-Defensive 
Player-of-the-Week in the Yankee Conference. Tuttle, who 
rec~ives the a"'.ard for the second time this year, was a major fac-
tor m UNH's wms over Babson (l-0) and URI (2-1). He shares the 
honor with UVM goalie Bart Farley. 
"Old Grad" count 
, With Tom Lynch's 7-0-1 performance on last week's Morning 
Line, the "Old Grad" count now stands at $350. ' 
With two weeks left on the season, the potential remains for the 
"Old Grad" (1948 UNH graduate, Ken R. Mattern) to donate a 
total of $450 to the UNH 100 Club out of a possible $550. 
Host Southern Connecticut 
V olleyhallers to close 
out season Saturday 
By Boston Neary 
The outcome of last weekend's 
volleyball tournament at URI 
was grim for the UNH Wildcats. 
THey won one match but lost 
five matches at the event, and 
finished fifteenth out of sixteen 
teams.· 
THe volleyballers lost to 
Southern Connecticut State 
College 11-15, 5-15; University of 
New Haven 8-15, 15-13, 4..;15; 
Temple, 10-15, 5-15; University of 
Rhode Island 6-15, 2-15 and Cen-
tral Connecticut State College 17-
15, 10-15, 7-15. 
The taste of revenge was the 
only sewwt moment for the 
volleyballers as they dumped 
University of Maine-Orono, 15-6, 
15-8, who had beaten tfiem 
previuously this season. 
Their overall season record 
dropped to 12-18. 
"You've got to look at the 
positive thingsf1 reflected coach 
Jane Job. 
''We had some fine performan-
ces from freshman Jean Cam-
panelli and Linda Martello." 
- - ' ,j J 
Other highlights from the 
weekend was the steady serving 
power of Lynne Juster in the 
second game of the University of 
New Haven match and Martello 
in the first game of the Central 
match 
Maryanne McNamara added 
some dazzling spiking for· the 
volleyballers in the University of 
Maine-Orono match. 
"We really missed Iris 
(Rauscher) in · the front row," 
said Job. Rauscher is out for the 
season with an ankle injury 
sufered at the Providence College 
tournament. 
The Wildcats were once again 
victims of poor serve-reception 
and bad passing of the ball from 
the back row to the setters, 
problems which have nagged at 
them all season. 
Saturday, the Wildcats will 
close out hteir season when they 
host the Ow ls from Southern 
Connecticut State College in a 1 
p.m. match at the Field House. 
Southern has beaten the Wildcats 
tWfce this season in tournathent 
play · 
No one to represent UNH 
Women harriers place sixth 
By Cathy Plourde situation, the placing of the 
The UNH women's cross- · squads fifth finisher is the 
country team wrapped up its breaker. Munson .Placed 68, 
third season, Sunday, with a whereas Brown's fifth woman 
pleasing sixth place finish in the placed 83. 
EAIAW Regions in Westchester Much to UNH's disap-, 
Penn. pointment, however, the 
Having set their goals at the require~ents f~r advru_icing to 
outset of the season as "moving the Natio~als m Florida had 
up and improving in both the New change~ this year. 
England Championships and the Prev10usly, the .to~ f~ur teams 
Regions" the Wildcats seem to ~md the top 15 mdiVIduals not 
have successfully satisifed both mcluded on t~ose teams ~ould go 
of those goals by matching last to the Nationals. This year, 
years third in the New Englands however,. t~e top four teams and 
and advancing two notches from . the 15 f!~is~ers, . regardless of 
last years eighth in the Regions team affiliation wi~l go. 
finishing behind Penn State, If the ?ld reqwrements had 
scoring 36 Maryland-121 Prin- been retamed both Beth Clark 
ceton-127, 'uMasS-138 and Ver- and Wendy Wescott. could have 
mont-145. ~r~ceeded to the Nationals. They 
Penn State didn't surprise fimshe.d 21st and 27t_h, but by n!;'.. 
anyone as they glided over the s.~andmgs, they cannot P 
rolling course in an astonishing . tlc~pate. - - -- --. · - . 
clump to place their five runners Cl~rk ran an mcr~dible !ace, 
within the first 14 finishers to - comu:1g through the first mile. at 
. earn the win. 5:39 m 33rd place an~ working 
her way through the hilly course 
to come through the chute in 21st. UNH had a good race, edging 
past Brown. Both teams scored 
216 points, but it was Laurie 
Munson's brave 68th place that 
came through for UNH. In a tie 
"It was an extremely hilly 
course," commented UNH coach 
Nancy Krueger. "From the mile 
mark to the two and a half mile 
mark, the course just kept 
coming up at you, one hill after 
another." 
Wendy Wescott ran a brilliant 
race, as the Wildcats' second 
scorer. Cathy Hodgdon placed 
higher than last vear in a strong 
43rd. Mia Arnold claimed 57th. 
"Mia ran a great race after a 
bit gf a lull in her last two races. 
She's going to be great to have 
around in the future," Krueger 
added. 
Munson completed the scoring 
in 68th with Tracey Flanigan and 
Sarah Dunwoody not far behind. 
"It was a good year," Krueger 
stated. "We accomplished the 
goals we set out for and we had 
fun doing it. Other teams have 
commented on our squad's 
compatability and unity. It's a 
good feeling. Of course, we 
would've liked to see Beth and 
maybe a few others get a crack at 
the Nationals, but this is only a 
beginning. We're a young team 
with time ahead of us." 
With one successful season in 
UNH athletics under her belt, 
Nancy Krueger will begin 
working with the winter track 
team this week. 
Wildcat defenseman Ron Reeve checks Lowell's Mark Krum_Ple in Sunday's 7-5 win over the 
Chiefs. Reeve's play this year has impressed head coach Char he Holt. (Bill Hill photo) 
UNH, Springfield to do battle 
FOOTBALL 
continued from pg. 32 
position. To date, Quinn has four interceptions to 
his name. His teammate in the seeondary, Frank 
Monello, is equally dangerous. . 
Monello is the · Chief's kickoff returner, 
averaging 28.1 yards per carry and has taken one 
99 yards for a touchdown. Vandersea, however is 
· showing ample respect for UNH's kicking game. 
"THey've got the best kicking game that we'll 
see this· year," he said. "Both returning and 
defensing~ they have a good balance." 
Mark Harriman and Tom Wisnowski, both 
defensive ends, also provide strength to 
Springfield's defensive line according to Van-
dersea. 
"Basically," concluded Vandersea, "we plan 
to stick to our regular game plan. We've always 
had a multiple offense and we try to mix it up. 
We run the option· and throw a lot on the sprint 
. outs." . 
For UNH, the injuries are -letting up and it ap-
pears that the offerise wiU be stronger than it has ' · 
been in the past few weeks. Offensive guard Phil 
Hamilton, who has been sidelined with an ·ankle 
injury since the Maine game, will be back as will 
sophomore fullback Chris Pinter who sustained a 
brain contusion in th~ same game. 
'However," said Bowes, "we won't have (Jim) 
Quinn who is - out with a concussion.'' 
Questionable for Saturday's game is defensive 
back Mike Gooden who also has a concussion. 
Bowes said he plans to go back to a more 
balance attack than what was seen against 
Rhode Island (one pass the entire game). 
"Hopefully with the artificial surface we won't 
have the problem (that UNH had against URI-a 
slippery, wet field)," he said. "'We'll mix both 
together because we do feel we can pass agaionst 
Springfield.'' 
Wildcat Notes: The only common opponent 
has been the Northeastern UNH used its defense 
top calm the Huskies 20-8 while Springfield 
stormed over them 46-15 ... Vandersea is concer-
ned with UNH's offensive speed, jn particular 
the backs aQd wide receiver Dave Loehle ... UNH 
is ranked tenth natjontillY in pivison I.AA, tie.d 
for the spot'with Nevada-Reno. 
Seeded second 
Stickwomen lose to NU ; 
look toward Regionals 
By Lee Hunsaker 
With the eastern Regionals a 
week away, the UNH women's · 
field hockey team will have time 
to brush off the effects of a 2-1 
loss to Northeastern on Wed-
nesday and prepare themselves 
for ·Rhode · Island, their opening 
round opponents: 
"We played it like a scrim-
mage,'' said · UNH coach Jean 
Rilling, referring to the Nor-
theastern game. "I played 
everyone who will be going down 
for the Regionals." · 
Rilling said she wasn't upset by 
the loss since the seedings for the 
Regionals had already been 
ma.de before the contest: · 
"I'm not upsetat all," she said. 
''We did everything but score and 
that's · Gaby~s (Haroules) job. 
Since she was out we didn't have 
the same thrust up front'' 
Haroules sat out Wednesday's 
contest because of a sore back. 
According to Rilling, Haroules' 
condition isri't seroius and the 
star junior center should be 
ready for the URI on November 
16 . . 
To compensate for Haroules, 
Rilling played several com-
binations of forwards on the front 
line, including a couple of fresh-
men. For the second half, 
Rilling even moved junior link 
Cheryl Murtagh to the front line. 
"We outplayed them (Nor-
theastern)," said Rilling. •'·'We 
just couldn't score. We had some 
ridiculous statistics." 
In total, UNH had 17 penalty 
corners to the Huskies' four. 
UNH also outshot their opponents 
by .over a two-to-one margin. 
After playing a scoreless first 
half, NU garnered the lead on a 
penalty stroke by senior link 
Susan Paylor. Her tally, at the 22 
minute mark, came as a result of 
freshman Shelly Lively's goal 
line save when UNH goalie Janet 
Cope was down and out. 
Eight minutes later, NU 
widened the gap to 2--0 when Carol 
Daignault swung in from her left 
wing position to convert a cen-
tering pass. 
UNH's lone goal. came with 
only ten seconds left in the game 
when Patty Foster tallied her six-
th score of the season. 
"We played well enough to 
win," said Rilling. "It's just when 
you take ·away yopur key player 
it gets tough to score." 
Following the regular game, 
UNH and NU competed in a mock 
seven and a half minute overtime 
period and a shootout which the 
Wildcats won, 4-1. 
According to Rilling, this was 
done to ready UNH for the playof-
fs. Last year against Springfield, 
the Wildcats lost after playing· 
three consecutive overtimes ·and 
one shoot-out. Two years ago, 
UNH lost in a shoot-out to Con-
necticut in the semi-finals. 
"That should put us in good 
stead if we get into a tie,'' said 
Rilling. ''The chances of ties are 
much higher when the teams are 
so evenly matched." 
UNH will spend the next week 
sticking to "basic fundamentals" 
in preparation for the astro-turf 
surface at Springfield, where the 
Regionals are being held. 
i 
UNH's defense al!ain proved to be a strong point for the Wild cats last Saturday. (Gerry Miles I 
photo) ' 
Providence takes meet 
Harriers take second . "' m NE 
By Bill Nader one second behind fourth place 
The UNH harriers came away Mike Hurton of ULowell. Guy 
with a second place finish in the Stearns came in seventh, one 
New England's on a course that second behind sixth place Steve 
coach John Copeland termed as Hunt of Boston St. 
"treacherous, muddy and But the one second individual 
gross." It was the highest finish · defeats did not stop· UNH from 
for the Wildcats since 1933. capturing second place. Crossan 
. Providence College made a and Stearns were both chosen as 
shambles of the meet, placing the members of the All-New England 
top three runners in a field of cross-country team. 
over 200 runners. Sophomore Ray Dean Kimball was the hard 
Treacy (his brother John won the luck story in the meet. He ran in-
race last year) checked in first to a pothole disguised as a puddle 
with a time of 24:12 for the 8,000 and fell down while in 12th 
meter contest. position. By the time he was on 
Teammates Paul Maloney and his feet running again, ten run-
Peter Crooke were next across as ners had splashed by and Kim-
the Friars turned the .30 team ball rallied to finish a respec-
meet into a battle for second table, but · disappointing, seven-
place. teen th. 
Gary Crossan finished fifth, Kevin Haddock · and Peter 
Foley nailed down the fourth and 
fifth place slots for the Wildcats. 
It was the last cross country race 
for both of these steady perfor-
mers and they ran very close 
together ·in their team-orietned 
style. 
"I was very proud of the guys, 
both varsity · and ·sub-varsity,'' 
said Copeland. "~addock and 
Foley ran well and · I thought 
Kimball should have made the 
All-New England team." 
THe sub-varsity finished fourth 
in their meet. ·George · Junior 
(fourth) Barry Reinhold (eighth) 
and ·Lee Duran (12th) led the 
way. 
The season is winding down to 
the grand finale. Tomorrow is the 
HARRIERS, pg. 12 
Wildcat Patty Fester accounted for the only UNH goal on Wed-
nesday when the Wildcats dropped a 2-1 decision to Nor-




downs URI, 21-6 
By Dana Jennings 
The freshman and · the defense 
were too much for Rhode Island 
Saturday as UNH beat the Rams 
21-6 in the wind and rain at Meade 
Field. 
First, the freshman - Dwight 
Hamsley. Hamsley spwi and 
splashed his way in the mud for 
173 yards in 26 carries. He scored 
a touchdown on a 41 yard rwi and 
set up another with a rwi of equal 
distance. At the end of the first 
quarter, he had 131 yards and 
UNH led 14-0. 
"The first half was great," 
Ha_msley said. "There were lots 
of big holes. I think the muddy 
field gave me an advantage on 
the defense. I like to rwi in wet 
weather." 
While Hamsley and the of-
fensive line hammered away at 
URI's defense, UNH's defense 
gave the Rams nothing, limiting 
them to 78 total yards in the first 
half. I 
The defense was led by senior 
co-captain Greg Donahue, who 
made 20 . tackles, and jwiior 
defensive tackle Bob Doherty, 
who wiexpectedly made the key 
play of the game. 
·1n the middle of the second 
quarter, UNH led 14-0, but the 
Rams had driven to the Wildcats' 
28-yard-line. On a fourth down 
and eight yards to go play, . URI 
freshman quarterback Terry 
Lynch dropped back to pass. The 
UNH line rushed in on him 
quickly. 
Lynch fumbled with the ball 
and the scene was a jumble of 
bodies and mud. Doherty 
emerged from the mess with the 
ball tucked in his arms. He 
chugged his 6'2" 235 powid frame 
down the slippery puddle-covered 
field 66 yards for the touchdown 
and a 20-0 lead for UNH. _ 
"The ball fell into my arms," 
Doherty said. "I felt slow. All I 
wanted was for them not to catch 
me. I saw my buddies behind me 
and it felt good. I'm happy as 
hell. It's a dream come true." 
After he scored, the UNH team 
swarmed onto the field to greet 
Doherty, who was in the endzone 
wrestling with his linemates. The 
referees called a delay of game 
penalty. 
"Doherty's fumble was a key 
play," _said UNH coach Bill 
Bowes. ''All of a sudden Bobby 
returns -it and we're up 21 
points." 
Bowes said he knew the Cats 
had the game won when they 
went into the locker room at 
halftime leading 21-0. 
"We had 21 points at the half," 
Bowes said "and in weather like 
that the game was over." 
For the Wildcats sakes, they 
were lucky "the game was over" 
at the half, because in the second 
half neither the offense or the 
defense looked sharp. 
URI held UNH to 52 total yards 
in the second half and no first 
downs. The UNH offensive 
highlight of the half was quar-
terback Tom Leavitt attempting 
UNH's only pass of the day on the 
team's first play of the half. It 
was incomplete. 
While the Rams' defense 
stymied UNH, their offense was 
meshing - sort of. 
Three times URI drove deep 
into UNH territory, racking up 
161 yards and 11 first downs. But 
three times the UNH defense 
came up with the big play on 
fourth down and stopped URI on 
the 7, 19 and 17 yard lines. . 
''We let down both ways in the 
second half,'' Bowes said. ''We 
weren't attacking." 
Defensive captain Donahue 
agreed. "We did have a let-
down," he said. "But we did a lot 
of bending, but no breaking.'' 
It appeared URI was going to 
be shut out for its third con-
secutive game but with 1:42 to go 
in the game, Leavitt fumbled a 
snap from center and Ram 
noseguard Brian Corvese 
recovered the ball at UNH's 21 
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Soccer cleans up the Yankee Conj erence 
Second year coach Bob Kullen stood immobile at the 
end ·of the group of Wildcats that quickly grew into 
what looked like a rugby scrum as the seconds 
remaining to play were counted down loudly through 
the cold fall air by a URI time keeper. 
"Clock's on the field," screamed a UNH player and 
the team jumped higher as if trying to out perform the 
other in a vertical jump. 
The marine weather air horn pierced the air and was 
muffeded just as quickly by the screams of the UNH 
members streaming aimlessly onto the field not knowing 
who to congratulate first--Kullen, fellow players, or 
goalie George Tuttle who had kept the Rams scoreless 
for the past sixty minutes (despite playing the last four 
minutes without Mike Cloutier who· was ejected for un-
sportsmanlike conduct. 
"We're forgetting the losing ways," said Kullen later 
this week relaxing in his office. "It'll be a while before we 
have another losing season here." :he smiled, and I felt 
he was right. 
In just one game, the Wildcats had rid themselves of 
the bright cheerful artificial turf deer mat which greeted 
each opposing team, coach, player, trainer and 
statistician with a large 'WELCOME! to Lewis Fields,· 
your win is already recorded in tomorrows Boston 
Globe, just step on me thoroughly and enjoy your after-
noon. Thank-you for playing UNH. 
It was one of these games from a long "whoda thunk 
it" page in every opposing coach's notebook; the first 
victim and page ripped out this fall was that of Boston 
University's Ron Cervasio when UNH upended the 
Terriers here at Lewis Fields, 2-1. The doormat was un-
stepped upon by BU. 
Upon reading the upcoming fall results URI would 
surely gasp and set down the last drop, of Maxwell 
House and call into the distance, "Hey M'artha, guess 
who won yesterday," or "Look who beat us and won a 
Yankee Conference Crown for its first time." 
For others, such as opposing coach Geza Henni there 
was only utter amasement with reluctant admittance of 
the other team indeed having GOOD GAME BUT, 
"had we capitalized on our opportunities it would have 
been ... " Yeah, we've all heard it a thousand times 
before. 
Weekend series 
THe UNH soccer team acted joyously but awkwardly 
as well, not having had reason to celebrate like this. Yet, 
they knew they had won their first ever title, had their 
winningest season ever (exceeding all others by more 
than three games). It was a scene befitting of air play at 
the beginning and close of ABC's Wide World of Sports 
every Saturday and Sunday after the downhill skier falls 
on the jumping ramp. 
The Rams walked off in amazement that they had lost 
to UNH, it was New Hampshire wasn't it, not UConn in 
disguise. UNH had won, the scoreboard said so, and 
Kullen walked onto the field arm in arm with his mother 
tears running slowly from his right eye and forced a 
smile for a camera lens. 
Piles of blue uniforms his teammates in the middle of 
an· evergrowing swarm as the URI spectators watched 
dazed not knowing theit team had lost a shot at the YC 
this year. 
Little UNH, the team that had one of the narrowest 
fields in the YC,· a losing reputation hung around it's 
name with a Scarlet Letter "L", and a second year 
copach (who ever expects such things from a second 
year coach that was an All-American in ice hockey in a 
Div. II school? Right-it's totally absurd unless you're a 
Boston school), had done the impossibe. 
'Tm numbed," exclaimed a quiet but emotional 
Kullen. "It's su-pah, just su-pah. Tell me I'm not 
_dreaming; that when I walk inside the building the bub-
ble's not gonna burst and go away." 
As he walked inside engulfed by screams of what 
might have been a human sacrifice, it only ocnfirmed 
that he was not walking in a dream. UNH had won a 
major title in soccer, and they were not a doormat any 
longer. 
"We've earned it,'' said Mike _Cloutier inside the 
bricked locker room. "Last year we gave up cheap goals. 
Today were two of the biggest scored yet. I'm really 
happy. I can't talk ... "He broke off in mid sentence 
towards the showers to scream some more with the rest 
of the team as is trying to tell all o1 tiny Kingston, Rhode 
Island thay had won the UC title. 
Cloutier, along with Dick Kiernan and Tuttle had 
been on the team under its worst years when they wore 
Down Vermont, 85-55 
the Welcome! to Lewis Fields" artificial green spike 
cleaner. 
Tuttle remembered those days all too well having just 
finished his fiftieth game in a UNH uniform. "We beat a 
very good team," he said speaking softly, visibly affec-
ted as he dressed quickly with preplanned moves as 
quick as those displayed on the field that afternoon. 
"With about six minutes left, it seemed to drag forever, 
I'm very happy." 
I thought at the beginning of the season we'd have a 
winning season. There are some games you don't expect 
to win, UConn, URI, UMASS. This year we were for-
tunate and won those games. We didn't dream we'd be 
atop the YC with a chance of a play-off birth. 
I knew we had the making od a fine season-- it's the 
icing on the cake. Winning here (at URI) makes it more 
worthwhile, they're tougher the field's wider, but we all 
adjusted to it today, II 
It's just incredible," said Mike Sawin who like the rest 
of the UNH team would sit wuietly for a minute in front 
of a locker and then jump up and down half dressed as if 
·suddednly realizing what they had won. "After last year 
and then' this year, you don't know the feeling," said 
Sawin drifting off to slap a few rears and sip a can of no-
name cola. 
Kullen sat still, in the same spot since he entered the 
locker room and recounted the two goals, Mike 
Colbum's header, and Tahar Elkorchi's drive to-the op-
postie comer while beating a URI defender- and themn 
lower his head back to his cupped hands, the only Wild-
cat still in his uniform. 
"The kids have done all the work," credited a dazed 
Kullen. "I just sort of watched. And you don't know 
how tough it is to watch either," he said looking up. 
"Thjere's nothing you can do." 
Right now, the Wildcats have to wait and if Ernie · 
Roberts were to ask Kullwn what he'd eat for breakfast 
tmorrow whilw waiting for the decision on whether 
they get selected or not for a play-off berth, he'd cer-
tainly reply a hockey puck and a No. 12 roofing nail, 
plenty of Alka-Seltzer, PeptO-Bismol, and sleep-ez at 
night. 
The "WELCOME" mat won't be seen in front of Lewis 
Fields again. 
Hockey Wildcats 
Lady • • • swimmers v1ctor1ous begin in ·ohio 
By Lee Hunsaker 
The UNH hockey Wildcats open 
their season this weekend in the 
most unlikely of places -· Colum-
bus, Ohio. 
UNH will play a two game 
weekend series with the 
Buckeyes who are 3-2 on the 
young 1979-80 season. Ohio State 
has split four games with U.S. In-
ternational College (San Diego, 
Calif.) and have beaten the 
University of Western Ontario by 
a score of 9-2. 
Last Sunday, the Wildcats 
displayed an overwhelming third 
period offense to come-from-
behind and defeat Lowell Univer-
sity, 7-5. Lowell is the defending 
Division II national champs. 
According to head coach Jerry 
Welsh the Buckeyes have yet to 
gel as a team. The defense, th-
;ough young, has played beyond 
·expectations while the offense 
(which average seven goals per 
game last year) has been incon-
sistent. -
"We've had some scoring 
problems," said Welsh. "I hope 
it's not an indication of what's to 
. come. We expected the forwards 
to handle their own but they 
haven't yet. Injuries haven't 
helped us either. 
In five games the Buckeyes 
have had three high scoring af-
fairs of seven, nine and ten goals. 
The other two, however, have 
been pitifully low. 
"The thing is," said Welsh, "is 
that we worked so hard for these 
goals that we scored. In the other . . 
·games· we outshot our opponents 
two to one, yet lost because we 
were hitting· the post, etc. We 
can't afford to do that against 
teams like UNH. ,_, 
Welsh said he'll start Steve 
Jones in nets on Friday. The 
goalie for Saturday's game has 
not been chosen, ·yet. Jones is 1-1 
on the season ha\fing played in a 
total of three games. He has a 3.2 
goals against average with a save 
percentage of .887 percent. 
Centerman Paul Tilley ranks 
as the Buckeyes' leading scorer 
tallying two · goals ·and eight 
assists for ten points. Right 
winger Tom Scanlon is next at 4-
4-8 and defenseman Brian Jenks 
and forward Jim Penigroff are 
next at 6 points each. 
Tilley was Ohio's leading 
scorer last year and was the ·only 
unanimous ·vote for forwards to 
the all-CCHA team. 
Welsh feels Ohio State is the 
better team on paper. 
"UNH has lost a lot of 
firepower and we didn't,'' he 
said. "On.paper we should have a 
better team becaause we're 
game ready. I'd be -disappointed 
if we didn't win both games. 
''However, he continued, 
"we're not taking them lightly. 
We don't know a whole lot about 
them other than that they run a 
slightly different game than most 
eastern school." 
Welsh was referring to UNH's 
ilnique s~stem of breakouts and 
center-ice play which, to the 
newly confronted, appears as a 
UNH's women's swimming team broke 
three UVM pool records on Tuesday as it ·de-
feated the Vermont Catamounts· by an 85-55 
score to open its 1979-80 season. 
In total, the Wildcats took nine first places. 
The first record to go was the 200 yard 
medley relay which, ironically, had been 
previously held by UNH for two years: Susan-
ne MacKin, Sue · Herskovitz, Brenda Green 
and Gaylen Fowler combined for the 1: 59.3 
mark. Also washed away was· the 200 yard in-
dividual medley · which was captured by 
Cathryn Johnson who covered the distance in 
2:20~8. 
Susan Panzik set the final record, a 1:05.17 
clocking in the 100 yard backstroke. 
"W e did pretty well," said coach Carol 
Lowe, "I knew it wouldn't be a tough meet. I 
switched the line-up around to give people ex-
perience in new events and I didn't want 
UConn, BU and Maine to find out about us so 
early in the season." · 
UNH's next meet is a home encounter with 
Connecticut on November 17 at 4:00. 
"I was surprised with how well we did," 
Lowe continued. "We did much beeter than I 
thought. The times were· excellent and I think 
it reinforced the team's confidence.'' 
Other firsts came from Debbie Miller who 
captured the 100 yard freestyle, Stacy Lyons 
took the· so yard breast stroke, Sue Herskovitz 
garnered the 100 yard individual medley and 
M~ry Joe Lyons won the 200 yar_~ freestyle. 
Susie Urban captured two firsts - the 50 
yard backstroke and the· 50 yard freestyle. 
· Two other surprises for Lowe were the per-
formances turned in by Deirdre O'Driscoll. 
and Barbara Blonder in the diving events. 
O'Driscoll placed second in both the one and 
three meter board (it was her first three 
meter competition) and Blonder placed third 
in the three meter. 
"Having a group of divers is really impor-
tant," said Lowe. "They can make or break 
the meet for you.'' 
Lowe credited the Cats' fine showing to the 
training program which UNH has been using. 
The women lift three times a week on the 
Nautilus machine in addition to their regular 
daily practice in the pool. Lowe said she 
works the team a little bit harder than ·usual 
on the Nautilus days. 
"We'll begin to taper off in January when 
we really start to get good,'' said Lowe. ''But 
for now, I'm never going to let them rest.'' 
According to Lowe, Connecticut should 
pr~!~de UNH_ with~ tough meet. 
"They graduated on of the top swimmers in 
New England from last year," she said. "but 
they also goUn some good new ones. 
"This is their opening meet, too, so we're 
not going to know much about them. I expect 
them to be really tough." 
-LEE HUNSAKER 
mass of swirling players. 
UNH head coach Charlie Holt's 
reasoning is to create playing 
space at center-ice, hoping to 
open holes and free players. 
Assistant coach Bob Kullen will 
take over until Holt is allowed to 
return to coaching. 
five goals within a 16 minute time 
span and turned around what 
seemed to be an otherwise 
forgone condusion. 
Holt won't be makiong the trip 
to Columbus because he is in the 
Mark Hitchcock Ho'spital in 
Hanover. How long he'll be there 
is urtct(rtain. · ' 
Sunday's game against Lowell 
brought out two sides of UNH 
hockey - the inexperience of the 
team and the potential the team 
poss.esses. . . . , . . 
Down s.a going •into the third 
period, the Wildfats r~llied .fo~ 
Frank Barth, Bob Francis, 
Chris Pryor, Dan McPherson and 
Jay Miller all scored for UNH in 
the third. ' ' ' 1 • 
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By Bill Nader 
The special event was billed as 
an exhibition basketball game 
with Olympic atmosphere--
Cibona of Yugoslavia against 
UNH of Durham. However, 
it became anything but an ex-
hibition of basketball and as close 
to the Olympics as UNH is to 
Moscow. · 
Cibona defeated UNH 56-45 in a 
sloppy contest. The Wildcats 
entered the game with only three 
weeks of practice but com-
pensated for their inexperience 
with a hustling brand of 
basketball. . 
Cibona did not dress Mihovil 
Nakic or Damir Pavlicevic, two 
of their three members on the 
Yugoslavian National A Team, 
while injured Ken Herbert Oeg) 
sat out for the Wildcats. 
UNH came to play, attempting 
to blow Cibona out of the gym 
before the estimated crowd of 600 
could decide on their favorite 
Yugoslavian name. John Quinn 
opened the scoring with a field 
goal and then Mike Keeler took 
over, scoring the next five points 
as UNH built a 7-0 advantage 
approaching the midway point in 
the first half. 
Cibona had taken the Wildcat's 
best punch. Coach Mirko Novosel 
verbally assaulted his team but 
was not intimidated to the point 
of using a timeout. UNH played 
·aggressive defense but were 
sluggish on offense. 
Following a goaltending 
violation on Keeler, Cibcma came 
to life. The foreigners ripped off 
11 unanswered points and they 
were never behind again. The i 
game was tied at 13, 15, 17 and 19 
before Sven Usie put Cibona 
ahead to stay. The first half 
ended with UNH trailing, 25-21. 
Cibona widened its lead to 31-23 
and were looking to put UNH . 
away, but the Wildcats stayed 1 
close with their tough defense. 
Randy Kinzly hustled back to 
block a shot off a Ci bona fast 
break and then drew an offensive 
foul on Branko Slkiric. 
Andro Knego, the only member 
of the Cib<ma team to appear in 
the '76 Olympics, made a super 
move inside which resulted in a 
three point play and a score of 34-
25. It was the only time in the 
game that Knego showcased his 
ability before fouling out with 
13:29 remaining. 
UNH battled back with a rare 
display of offense. Keeler hit a 
short jumper, Kinzly gathered in 
a loose ball and neatly tucked it 
away with a left-handed lay-up 
and Paul Dufour connected from 
the baseline to cut the margin to 
34-31. 
Cibona utilized Aco Petrovic 
and his patented baseline jump-
shot to shut the door on the 
Wildcats, however. Petrovic 
tallied a team high 12 points, 
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Sophomore center Mike Keeler drives to. the hoop past Yogoslavian ·center Rijko Gospodenetic 
during UNH's 56-45 exhibition loss with the Cibona team. (Art Illman photo) . 
eight of . which came down the 
stretch. 
The only bright spot for UNH 
was Mike Keeler. The 6'8" 
sophomore center controlled the 
offensive boards and finished 
with a game high 16 points and 
·nine rebounds. 
"I was proud.of our effort after 
only three weeks of practice and 
we accomplished our goals and 
then some,'' said UNH coach 
Gerry Friel. ''Our mental ap-
proach was good, we out 
rebounded them 38-31 and our 
board coverage was excellent." 
UNH shot 2? percent from the 
floor (14-52) but they had ex-
cellent shot selection. The 
problem was execution. The 
Wildcats never did find the range 
and Cibona never did live up to 
expectations. The game, regret-
f~y, was a flop. 
Icewomen begin 3rd season 
Senior cO-captain Patrick Udeh scored his first goal of the 
season against Dartmouth on Tuesday. In that game UNH 
dropped the Big Green 2-1 and anchored their chances of a 
playoff bid. (George Newton photo.) 
Booters win, 2-1 
UNH downs Rhody 
By Gerry Miles 
Having beaten URI last 
Friday, 2-1, the Wildcats have 
guaranteed themselves the · first 
ever Yankee Conference Crown 
won by UNH since teams in the 
YC started playing against one 
another back in 1965. 
Possibly the most important 
game in a long time, the URI 
game was a surprise and a shock 
to the Rhode Island team who 
was previously ranked thirteenth 
nationally. 
The blow of the loss was 
evident as they walked around 
in shock 1and disbelief while the 
Wildcats sprinted recklessly 
around the field not knowing who 
to congratulate next, hugging 
each other, lifting one another off 
the ground
1
and ending by pouring 
cups of water over veterans Pat 
Udeh and Saied Miremadi, and 
then anyone within distance, 
having shut URI out for over six-
ty minutes despite being outshot, 
28-12. ' 
UConn, a perenial . New 
Engla~~ power under mentor Joe 
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By Gerry Miles 
High expectations for a consec-
utive third winning season are 
held by UNH coach Russ Mccur-
dy for· his UNH icewomen who 
kick off their season with the first 
of two exhibition hockey games 
tonight at Snively Arena. UN~ 
will host the ·North River 
Penguins at 7: 30 p.m. 
Mccurdy, has guided the 
women to back to back winning 
seasons with a cumulative reocrd . 
of 31-0-1 in intercollegiate com-
petition. THe lone tie came in the 
women's second game of last 
season against an always tough 
Providence College in Providen-
ce, 6-6. 
But the lady Friars are not free 
of worries as only one third of 
UNH's first, or ·"Blue Line," 
Melissa White, was lost to. 
graduation. Back are senior Gail 
Griffith at center, and junior 
Kathy Bryant at right wing who 
were responsible for scoring 68 of 
the team's 156 goals. 
Speedy Diane Langlais will be 
promoted to the "Blue Line" and 
should be a fine addition having 
contributed 32 points to the 
scopring punch of last year. 
Gabrielle Haroules,· currently 
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morning line---· 
Lee "Old Dana I Gerry Tom 
Hunsaker Grad" Jennings Miles Lynch 
New Hampshire at 
(Springfield UNHby 12 UNHby7 UNHby 15 UNHby7 UNHbylO ; . 
Connecticut at 
.l Connby3 BUby9 BUby7 BUby7 Boston Univ. BUby3 
Maineat 
Leh by20 Leh by 16 Leh by 14 Leh by21 Lehigh · Lehbyl7 
Holy Cross at 
Mass by 10 Mass by 1 Mass by3 Mass by 7 Mass by 7 Massachusetts 
King's Point at 
URI by2 URI by 18 URiby6 URI by3 URI PY 3 Rhode Island 
Brown at 
Brown by 10 Brownby9 Brown by 7 Brown by 7 · - Dartmouth Brown by 7 
Yale at 
Yale by9 yale by 3 Princeton Yale by 7 Yale by 10 Yale by 10' 
Pennsylvania ar 
Har by 1 Ha.r by 12 Harby 7 Har by 7 Harvard Harby3 
Last Week: 6-1-1 6-1-1 6-1·1 5~2-1 I ! 7-0-1 
Season: 47-16-3, . 746 42-21-3, .666 45-18-3, .714 46-17-3,. 730 46-17-3, .730 
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Booters capture YC;playoffs next 
By George Hayner · 
Finishing their season with a 2-
1 victory over Dartmouth College 
has almost certainly assured the 
soccer Wildcats a berth in. this 
year's NCAA playoffs. The 
anxious team will get the final 
word this weekend however, af-
ter the selection committees have 
met. 
"I don't see how they could 
pass us up,'' assistant coaach Ted 
Garber said. Ranked forurth in 
New England and posting a 10-4-2 
record, it would seem incon-
cievable the the UNH squasd 
wouldn't be invited to either the 
NCAA or the 'ecac playoffs. 
The first selection committee, 
which meets tomorrow, will pick 
up the two top New England 
teams to represent this area in 
the NCAA playoffs. This selec-
tion committee does no go by the 
curent rankings so UNH. who has 
beaten both second ranked URI 
and third ranked BU, has a chan-
ce of getting invited to the NCAA 
tournament. 
On Sunday another committee 
. will meet and pick two teamsd 
form the group not picked by the 
NCAA committee to represent 
this area in the ECAC playoffs. If 
UNH is not picked for the NCAA 's 
they will almost definitely be in- · 
vited to the ECEC's. 
Like the hen who layed the 
golden egg, the soccer team is 
amazed by what they have done. 
"It's just unbekievable," said 
Dick Kiernan who ·captained the 
team through some of it's most • 
dificult years. "The more I think 
about our recent wins the more I 
appreciate their full impact. 
It's unbelievable that we went 
from 1-5 and sixth in the Yankee 
Conference ·last year to 5-1 and 
first place this year. It's un-
believble that we've won ten 
games this season. It's un-
believable that we're ranked 
fourth in New England and it is 
unbelievable that we're going to 
the playoffs: '' 
Last ·· Tuesday's victory over 
Dartmouth will probably prove to 
be the clincher in the Wildcat's 
palayoff bid. But the game it-
self ·wasn't exciting. "Both 
terarns were emotionally 
drained,'' Garber said. ''We had 
just come off of the biggest soc-
cer win this school has ever had 
and Dartmouth had just played 
their hearts out and lost to 
Columbial-0 on Saturday. 
Both UNH goals in the game 
. came off set plays in the second 
half. Captain ·Patrick Udeh 
tallied fira't 
first when his direct kick from 
the edge of the penalty area 
deflected off the of a Dartmouth 
player and rolled into the net. 
UNH's second goal developed 
from a corner kick. The ball was 
headed from the 18 to sophmore 
Jef Growney at the post. 
Growney fed the ball to senior 
Knute Klefos in front of the net 
who volleyed it home. 
Gordie ·Tuttle's shut -out bid 
was annexed with ten minutes 
left in the game. Dartmouth for-
ward . . Brian Hitchcock caught 
the UNH .- defense flat, broke to 
the net with the ball, and 
rocketed it past Tuttle. 
After a one day reprieve the 
Wildcat's were out practicing 
again yesterday so they'll be 
_ready to play when the word 
comes. "It's · like a whole new 
season,'' remarked Jeff 
Growney. 'And we're really ex-
cited." 
Wildcat forward Tabar El Korchi scored the game winner in the URI game which secured the 
Yankee Conference crown for the Wildcats. Elkorchi goal was his first of the season.(George 
N ewt~n photo) · . 
~Chiefs stand at 6-2 
UNH's 2-1 win over URI 
decides fate. 
UNH to battle Springfield._ 
By Lee Hunsaker 
Now tied for tenth in the national rankings, the 
UNH football Wildcats will travel to Springfield, 
Ma. for a 1:30 ·game against the Chiefs of 
Springfield College. 
describing his entire offense. "He's a left-hander 
who took over the job following a lot of injuries to 
·our other quaterbacks. He's done well." 
''Collins is a very quick kid,'' commented UNH 
coach Bill Bowes. "He's a good scrambler. He 
and Norm England we consider as the two key 
people on their offense.'' · - · 
For game story see page 31 Last year UNH defeated Springfield, 56-35, in a 
wild, wide open contest. · · 
the new hampshire 
sports 
Both squads are enjoying good seasons. While. 
the Wildcats have pieced together a 5-2-2 mark, 
the Chiefs are 6-2, having downed Wagner last 
week. 
Springfield's Divison II ranking is deceptive. 
England, a tailback, has rushed for 586 yards 
do far this season averaging 5.1 yards per carry. 
Just in front of him is sophomore fullback Tony 
Cicero who has stepped in for the past three 
games following injuries to George Richardson .. 
Cicero has 308 yards to his credit at a 4. 7 yards 
per carry clip. 
The Chiefs ·average over 26 points per game 
while allowing only 13. Their quaterback, 
sophomore Jim Collins, has tossed nine touch-
down passes. · · 
· "He's an option quaterback,'' said Springfield 
~coach Howard V-a_ndersea, in esscence 
Though potent offensively, defense is where 
the Chiefs are stongest spearheaded by Division 
II All-American Jack Quinn in the strong safety 
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Running is being according to Sheehan 
, 'II' I'" r f If 1 r ! 
Dr. George Sheehan · · · · · · · ' · 
By Dana Jennings 
Runners have rediscovered their bodies and a sense 
of play and become good animals, said Dr. George 
Sheehan in the Granite State Room of the MUB last 
night. 
In a Sidore Series lecture, Sheehan, one of the 
leading running experts in the country, extolled the 
virtues of running to a packed house; invoking the 
names of sundry philosophers. 
"Runners have found their bodies and have found 
play,'' said the 61-year-old Sheeha·n, who completed his 
15th Boston Marathon last spring. "Our brightest and 
best are out on the roads finding something they lost.'' 
What has been lost, according to Sheehan, is the 
proper balance between mind and body. He said too 
much emphasis is placed on the mind, while the body is 
ignored. 
"Once you get into education," Sheehan said, "body 
and play disappear from the thought of the students 
and faculty. You need play in the curriculum. Why do 
kids who like to play hate phys. ed.?" 
Sheehan quoted ·p1ato and said, "The philosopher 
should do gymnastics and the weight lifter should read 
philosophy." 
"You can't split the mind and the body," he said. 
"The body wants motion with meaning." · 
The crowd listened intently to Sheehan's lecture, 
And it was being the runner that Sheehan dwelled on. 
"Spenser said, 'If you want success, you must be a 
good animal,''' Sheehan said. ''The more you use your 
body. the more it gives." 
Sheehan hardly looks like the running guru he has 
been built up to be through his column in "Runner's 
World" and the three books he has published, including 
"Running and Being--The Total Experience." 
He is tall and thin and softspoken. He is no wild-eyed 
Nike-footed messiah preaching that running is the only 
way .. 
· He admitted running is boring for some people, but 
added, that those people should find their own form of 
healthful play. 
"You've got to have the play element," he said. 
''You don't do things because they're good for you.'' 
He said women appreciate play aspect of running 
more than men. 
"Women understand running better than men," 
Sheehan said. "Men are still concerned with perfor-
mance and times. Women understand their bodies and 
play. Men don't. Men still think the mind is the only 
thing." 
A thread that ran through Sheehan's speech was that 
the human ·body has unlimited potential. There is 
nothing no one can do if they want to. 
"The human body can do anything, we're the people 
that crossed a continent on· foot," ,Sheehan said. 
"People never see the potential. Aging is a state of sit-
, • 1 tjng OAyour 1bµt~. Y,oµ:r~ ,as Qlq ~S~Y.o,u~'i~aining." . 
. ·nodding in agreement with his statements. U seemed • 
like a prayer meeting and at one point Sheehan called 
'. '· '. hims~lf a b0rn..a3ain runner. • , , , • , 1 • 
